
































































































Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Oxygen Therapy for Children below 5 years to reduce Neonatal & Pediatric Mortality in Developing Countries.

Biodesign Innovation Labs is a medical device and healthcare technology company developing indigenous respiratory 
support device that is based on Bubble CPAP oxygen therapy for reducing infant mortality in low resource healthcare 
settings as an alternative for low flow and high flow oxygen therapy to treat Pneumonia and related respiratory distress 
conditions in children under 5 years.

Validation

The solution is novel, innovative and indigenous Bubble CPAP oxygen therapy that is affordable, easy to use and 
suitable for low resource healthcare settings where Pediatricians can easily administer Bubble CPAP oxygen therapy for 
infants without the need for improvising on the ground with cutting nasal cannula as a jugaad modified Bubble CPAP

The market size for therapeutic respiratory devices in India is worth USD 8.5 Billion and estimated to grow at a CAGR of 
11.7% over the period of 2024. Service Available Market USD 5 Billion approximately.

One in six deaths in the pediatric age group are due to illness that end in respiratory failure. The under-5 mortality rate 
in India is 39.4 per 1000 births. This accounts for 1 million deaths annually. 

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Product Development for the respiratory support device, designing new 
components, functional improvements in the respiratory support device, testing the device with test lungs for 
pressure consistency for a bench study, getting clinical feedback from doctors, getting ethics committee approvals 
for clinical pilots, submission of MD 22 for regulatory clearance have been completed

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Indigenous respiratory support device for 
infants based on Bubble CPAP oxygen therapy

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Filed a US Patient, 2 Indian Patents, PCT 
and Design registration

d. Resources Generated - Biodesign Innovation Labs have received 6.5 Lakhs from 
Qualcomm India as part of Qualcomm Design in India Challenge and was awarded by 
Ministry of Meity and DPIIT along with Qualcomm India as top ten startups in India for 
the QDIC program. The Company has employed four engineers, public health 
consultant and few doctors are associated with this project.

Biodesign Innovation Labs is in talks with Phoenix medical systems for distribution of the product under development 
once the clinical validation is completed and also talks with few investors such as Menterra, Unitus ventures and Pi 
Ventures etc. for raising the seed round of funding.

Regulatory challenges associated with time consuming in approvals

BIODESIGN INNOVATION LABS BIOLMED INNOVATIONS PVT. LTD.
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Evaluation and validation studies on BiolMed BGS - a novel osteoconductive bone graft substitute

Bone graft substitutes are important for accelerated healing and remodeling of bone voids or defects caused by 
trauma, infection and some other conditions. Optimal combination of porosity, pore size, mechanical strength and rate 
of bioresorption along with excellent biocompatibility are essential characteristics of the bone graft substitutes. A 
unique and patented process to prepare 3D silk fibroin scaffolds has been developed. Uniqueness of this product is in 
the fact that there is optimal combination of all above properties, unlike other synthetic products available today. In 
this project, advanced preclinical studies for this silk fibroin based bone graft substitutes were conducted. 

Validation

Innovation is in the process developed for the processing of silk fibroin into the 3D form that has combination of all the 
essential and desirable properties

Global bone grafts and substitutes market is valued at USD 2.35 billion in 2014.It is anticipated to grow at CAGR of 4.5 
from 2015 to 2023 to reach USD 3.48 billion. Synthetic bone grafts are routinely used in long bone and spinal fusion 
failures. Indian market share is considered to be 6-8 percent of global market. This translates into approximately INR 
650 Cr market.

Currently, surgeons are forced to use autografts. In autografting, the surgeon extracts bone from another part of the 
patient's body. This is the golden standard in the industry today due to unavailability and unaffordability of synthetic 
bone graft substitutes in India. BiolMed BGS is based on silk fibroin. India happens to be the second largest producer of 
silkworm silk. Developing such value added niche applications for an ancient material will 
strengthen the mature sericulture industry in India. 

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Completed animal phase and in vitro studies on Serioss and 
also  successfully completed pilot scale up to produce 500 gm/month of serioss

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Osteoconductive bone graft substitute  based 
on Silk fibroin

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Patents licensed from NCL, Pune. Intellectual 
property : WO2014125505A1, EP & JP granted, WO2016110873A

d. Resources Generated - Employment generated- 2 

In advanced discussions with investors. Intend to raise equity based investment by the end of 
2019, and write a BIPP for matching funds, to support clinical trials.

To date there is no product in the market that uses silk fibroin as a bone 
grafting material. Thus, successful completion of preclinical investigations is a challenge for this 
material.

Project coordinator: 
Gautham Pasupuleti

Team Members: 
Adithya Pasupuleti, 
Roshan Mohan, 
Prasob Prakasan, 
Akash Murthy, 
Anoop Rao, 
Nagashree V

Contact:
IKP-EDEN, 16, 
Bhuvanappa Layout, 
Tavarekere Main Road, 
BENGALURU 560029

Project coordinator: 
Swati shukla

Team Members: 
Anuya Nisal, 
Rucha Deshpande

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

BIG
HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

BIPP

Contact:
100, NCL Innovation Park, 
Dr. Homi Bhabha Road, 
Pashan, Pune MAHARASHTRA, 
India-411008
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In vitro and In vivo Evaluation of BiolMed-Serimat, as an alternative to Acellular Dermal Matrices

Acellular Dermal Matrices ADM are commonly used in implant based breast reconstruction to form pockets to hold and 
support implants, and act as a matrix for neo soft tissue regeneration. Use of this technique has advantages and thus is 
becoming popular. However, there are disadvantages associated with ADMs such as higher risk of infections and 
seroma. ADMs are prohibitively costly, and unavailable in India. BiolMed has developed a unique composite matrix of 
regenerated silk fibroin, non-woven mesh and woven sheet of Silk Fibroin having macro, micro and meso level porosity. 
This matrix is thus a resorbable supporting scaffold with appropriate mechanical properties. The process of synthesis of 
matrix also results inappropriate surface texture required for cell adhesion, cell proliferation and also angiogenesis.

Validation

Process of making the composite matrix using combination of woven and non-woven meshes and sheets is a novel 
concept. It improves surface texture, gives large surface area for cell adhesion. Porosity will promote cell growth and 
angiogenesis. Combination of various forms of SF used give optimum balance of required properties

Current numbers of breast cancer patients in India are pegged at 1.5 lac. US also has similar number of patients. Globally 
the number exceeds 1.7 million per year. Besides its proposed use in breast reconstruction, it also has application in the 
soft tissue regeneration needs. U.S. soft tissue reinforcement and regeneration market is predicted to reach 3.7 billion in 
2021

India has seen rise in number of young breast cancer patients. There is immense improvement in the quality of life of 
such patients when they opt for IBRS. This product will bring the cost of IBRs within reach for 
more number of patients. Besides being of help to cancer patients, this product will also 
strengthen the hands of silk farmers.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Completed in vitro studies, finalized design of custom 
made machines, and have got permissions for animal studies

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - BiolMed-Serimat Silk fibroin and Sericin 
based Dermal mesh for Breast Reconstruction surgery

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - In the process of filing a patent.

d. Resources Generated - Two persons employed

Raising further funds through investors and new grants

The main risk will be associated with market penetration.

BIOLMED INNOVATIONS PVT. LTD. BIOMONETA RESEARCH PVT. LTD.
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Field validation of Z-Box: A device to reduce the spread of infection in Healthcare Environments 

Biomoneta's Z-Box technology aims to prevent the transmission of infection in healthcare spaces and product 
contamination in biotechnology environments. Our novel, extremely effective air decontamination technology traps 
and kills bacteria, mold and viruses that contaminate the environment and cause infection and product loss.

Pre-commercialization

Biomonet's Z-Box technology very effectively kills microorganisms at the source of contamination. It is safe for 
continuous use in the presence of humans. It can create local zones of decontamination on the fly without requiring 
any additional infrastructure.

Z-Box technology finds application in multiple environments requiring low-bioburden. Main customers are hospitals 
and spaces required for manufacturing and logistics of medical devices, biotechnology products and pharmaceuticals. 
This extremely effective, energy efficient, air decontamination technology also finds utility in home care, controlled 
plant growth facilities, aircrafts, automobiles etc.

The World Health Organization states that Healthcare associated infections are the most frequent adverse event in 
healthcare delivery worldwide. Over 95percent of ICUs in India are multi-patient and are run with no downtime for 
terminal cleaning. Technology such as Z-box that requires minimal staff intervention or sophisticated infrastructure, 
and can be deployed continuously in the background of routine hospital functioning 

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Early data from clinical studies show the device is able to 
decontaminate hospital pathogens. We are in the process of studying the effect of the 
device in reducing infection rates.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Z-box air decontamination device

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Patent applications have been filed in India, 
US and EU. A second IP filing is  being planned

d. Resources Generated- 5 people employed directly by the company and working with 
additional 10 people outside the company for clincal studies, device design, fabrication etc. 
Company has raised ~Rs 2 and half crores in funding thus far from grants, investment etc.

Expect to launch for the biotechnology market in November and to hospitals by mid-2020.

Innovative, first-in-class devices have a limited time to impact the market before copycat 
products are created. It is important to enhance the team with engineering, supply chain and 
relevant business development experts and to create awareness of the benefits Z-box devices 
can bring.

Project coordinator: 

Swati shukla

Team Members: 
Anuya Nisal, 
Raeesa Sayyad, 
Mitali Ghare

Contact:
100, NCL Innovation Park, 
Dr. Homi Bhabha Road, 
Pashan, Pune, 
MAHARASHTRA, India-411008

Project coordinator: 
Janani Venkatraman

Team Members: 
Arindam Ghatak, 
K.S. Ramanujan, 
Sanjana Seshadri, Sujith

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

SBIRI
HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

SBIRI

Contact:
No.8, Prestige Regent Place, 
28/2, Thubarahalli Village,
Varthur Bangalore, 
KARNATAKA, India-600066

9594
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A Low cost, EMG controlled robotic prosthetic Hand with a sense of touch for upper limb amputees

The existing prostheses lack any form of Sense of Touch, some technologically advanced devices have tried to 
incorporate it but need is  to use Targeted Muscle Reinnervation surgery or implants into the residual limbs. Applicant 
has aimed at  prostheses keeping in mind affordability and non-invasive methods in mind to create a device that would 
be simple and quick to learn as well as effective to use while providing feedback to the user.

Validation

-Learning Time of 1 single day instead of a few days for other devices.
-Low-cost indigenous MMG Sensors that need no post-processing like EMG sensors
-Provide feedback to the user and improve the Learning time

In India, there are an estimated 8 to 10 Lakhs of hand amputees out of which 70 percent belong to the rural areas due to 
which prosthesis is inaccessible. There is a rise of 5 to 6 thousand hand amputees every year due to road and rail 
accidents. Globally there is an estimate of 33 Lakhs of Hand Amputees expected to reach 60 Lakhs by 2050.

-Get rid of the social Stigma related to amputation
- Independence achieved by the users to perform basic day to day functions.
- Resume employment opportunities

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Prototype tested for 3 years life cycle. Prototype tested 
with 9 hand Amputees. -Received NOC from CDSCO. Commercial PCB development 
started

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Applicant Launch a pilot of device in Dec 
2019 after they will achieve compliance related to Safety and EMC certifications

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Filed for a patent related to Active 
Prosthesis. 2 More patents are under drafting related to under-actuated prosthesis 
and application of feedback technologies in robotics and automation. 2 Conference 
papers published related to lifetime determination and the improvement in learning time.

d. Resources Generated - R&D and Low volume manufacturing facility to carry on R&D activities.

Tie up with a Hospital for IEC and Clinical Validation Pilot Studies. Tie Up with 3 limb fitting centers across the country. 
Collaborate with a leading NGO or Society like Rotary Club to spread awareness across the country

Changing Regulatory Situation for Medical Devices - Entry Barriers due to pricing

BIONIC HOPE PVT. LTD.

Project coordinator: 
Llewellyn Dsa

Team Members: 
Kumari Priyanka, 
Priteem Behera,  
Anil Nair, Akshay Saxena,   
Prashant Jha, Yugal Kishor

Contact:
A 603, Anora Towers, S
uncity off 100 Ft Road, 
Ambadi Road Vasai Road 
West Thane Maharashtra 
India-401202

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

I IPME

BIOPRAXIS PVT. LTD.
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To demonstrate POC for a novel, Nano-conjugate based dialysis cartridge system that reduces blood urea which can be 
appended to existing dialysis machines resulting in reduction of patient dialysis duration from 4 hours to 1 hour.

This project is conceived to develop a pre-cartridge having Composite Multivalent Bio-nano conjugates with high 
affinity for the toxin molecules of blood. The hydrolysis of urea from blood in 45/60 min instead of four hours of dialysis 
is the primary goal of this phase. Concurrent removal of urea by the proposed cartridge and other constituents by 
dialyser is expected to compress total dialysis time

Proof-of-Concept

Concurrent removal of urea by the proposed cartridge and other constituents by dialyser is expected to compress total 
dialysis time

In India, total ESRD patients number will increase to 3.7 million by 2023. In India, Dialysis market is expected grow at 8.1 
during 2017 - 2023 . As the number of CKD patients goes up, so has the size of the Indian dialysis market

Society urgently needs to explore cost-effective and scalable solutions over a relatively short time frame

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Prototype optimised for optimum urea removal. Invitro 
tests

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Technology is under development. In twelve 
months it will to enter the market

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Patent drafting is in progress

d. Resources Generated - 3 Manpower trained

Accudx USA, is supporting for the fund raising and clinical trails with Kalbe Farma, Jakarta, Indonesia, and Kalbe 
international group.

Funds for clinical trials and regulatory approvals.

Project coordinator: 
Kiran Kharat

Team Members: 
Sonali Deshmukh, 
Omkar Bhingarkar, 
Archana gadakh

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS
BIG

Contact:
house no 40 , Mhada colony, 
Near dargah fly over, 
Aurangabad 431001
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Development of solid phase multiplex assay for the identification of antibodies against most frequent and unique 
Indian HLA antigens.

The proposed solution has multi fold uniqueness. It covers genetic makeup of Indian ethnic diversity. Combines 
automated algorithmic intelligence with the toolkit to perform personalised and cost effective assays. 

Validation

Representation of HLA alleles covering Indian genetic diversity. Software employing algorithms for smart analyses. 
Unique toolkit design allowing the user to personalize the test.

Newly emerging transplant centers in the recent past is a positive indicator of growth of transplant industry. Among 
the hospitals interviewed, about 7 percent of the institutes had established their transplant centers within this year. 67 
percent of the lab heads expressed their concerns associated with difference between western and Indian testing 
technology. 

This technology would be a transforming step in Indian transplant industry, significantly improving the transplant 
outcome of the country. Entry of this exclusive product in the Indian market would also reduce the dependency on 
imported solutions and increase the reliance on in-house, cost effective diagnostic assays.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives-
1. Developing an optimized database of Indian HLA-alleles: done 
2. Proof Of Concept: done
3. Market Study: in progress
5.Validation Of Proof Of Concept: in progress
5.Upscaling Proof Of Concept to develop quality conscious prototype
6.In-house and on-field prototype validation

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Under development. Estimated time to enter 
the market is 24 months from now.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Applied for a final patent application, the 
reference application number for the same is - E-2/702/2019/DEL  
Primary application number - 201811016151 

d. Resources Generated - Developed a strong team of pathologists, biotechnologists, 
computational biologists and technicians. 

To upscale the prototype and perform a pilot study and seeking funds.

Initial capex required for production of monoclonal antibodies and tailor made HLA antigens 
molecule would require support from the government.

CHIMERA TRANSLATIONAL 
RESEARCH FRATERNITY PVT. LTD.

Project coordinator: 
Vimarsh Raina

Team Members: 
Trupti Deshpande,
Kapil Gupta,
Vikash Mishra and
Nikita Gupta

Contact:
209 - C, 2nd Floor,
Masjit Moth,
South Extn-II
New Delhi - 110049

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

BIG

CARTOSENSE PVT. LTD.

Title of the Proposal
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National/Societal relevance
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Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Portable Surgical Navigation System

Surgical navigation in neurosurgery is the gold standard-of-care globally, but most patients in India and emerging 
markets lack access to this high standard-of-care. Cartosense has developed a compact surgical navigation product, 
along with advanced planning and visualization tools that guides neurosurgeons to accurately target deep-seated 
structures in the brain through safe and minimal skull openings.

Validation

This opens up new clinical application areas and wider market penetration opportunities in India and emerging 
markets. It also has unique advantages for further integration with advanced visualization and surgical robotics 
because of its very large working volume and low manufacturing costs.

The global surgical navigation market is valued at $600M and is poised to become a multi-billion-dollar market within 
the next 5-7 years as the use of surgical navigation becomes increasingly widespread across brain, spine, ortho, ENT 
and dental surgery, especially in emerging markets. 

Majority of patients that undergo brain surgery have post-operative complications, such as functional deficits, seizures 
and life-threatening hemorrhages. This product will democratize minimally invasive and safe surgery by making it 
widely accessible to different tiers of hospitals

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - A complete surgical navigation product for 
neurosurgery has been. New high-accuracy optical measurement technology has been 
developed in a breakthrough compact form factor.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Product is currently being manufactured 
for testing and pilot installations

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - IP filed

d. Resources Generated - 4 personnel employed. Research and development facilities 
created: high-end calibration lab, hardware and prototyping facilities

Commercialization in progress

 Competition from larger players in the international market

Project coordinator: 
Nikhil Chandwadkar

Team Members: 
Bhargava Chintalapati,  
Hem Rampal, Vignesh R

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS
BIG

Contact:
Flat No.2, Vijay-Kiran Apt,
Plot No.187 
Shama Prasad Mukharji Rd,
Tidke Colony Nasik 422002

9998
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An augmented reality based robotic device to access kidney for PCNL surgery

Radiation exposure and challenges in kidney access during kidney stone removal surgery PCNL surgery causes health 
hazard to or staff and reduced surgical efficiency. The deliverable in the project is building an AI, AR, and cobot 
powered next generation surgical intervention platform to improve surgery outcome and safety of healthcare 
practitioners.

Proof-of-Concept

As compared to current mechanical gantry systems or free hand technique, technology provides reliable and accurate 
puncture in the kidney, no radiation exposure to the urologists, and controlled puncture reducing post-surgery 
complications. For hospitals, it saves critical or time and improves patient relation management

All urology specialty or multi-specialty hospitals performing more than 12-15% surgeries per month are our potential 
customers. Market size for PCNL related surgical intervention in India is more than 700 Cr INR.

10-12% population in India is suffering from kidney stone disease. Stone disease has an important effect on the health 
care system with a prevalence of 10% and an expected recurrence rate of nearly 40-50%. This technology will help 
commercially establish deep tech healthcare product in India with a huge potential upside both commercially and 
socially.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Completed feasibility phase and at near completion of 
optimization phase. First prototype has been tested on inanimate models. Cadaver testing is 
in progress.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - nGuideTM, has two main components- a cobotic 
device controlled by a controller installed with puncture planning software. It is anticipated 
to soft launch the product in first quarter of 2021.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - One patent has been filed and there is 
potential new IP generation.

d. Resources Generated - 3 people employed, 2 interns trained, basic electro, mechanical 
fabrication space is created.

Grantees are applying to raise funds mainly through government grants, CSR funds. 

Grantee had collaborated with few key hospitals for clinical validation of the robotic platform. Even with established 
marker need, it will be important to convince surgeons to adopt the device. 

COMOFI MEDTECH PVT. LTD.

Project coordinator: 
Satish Kalme

Team Members: 
Gururaj K.B, Rakesh Sharma, 
Raghunath S.K, Aabir Dey

Contact:
476 B, 15th Main, 
15th Cross, 
Nagarbhavi stage 
2 D group Layout 
Bangalore 560091

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

CHROGENE AAROGYAM BIOTECH PVT. LTD. 

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

 Current stage of development
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Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Non-invasive Point of care diagnostics for Sickle cell Disease

The proposed device is a non-invasive, point-of-care instrument, consisting of a multi-wavelength LED probe with an 
associated sensor which identifies the sickle-cell disease SCD. The device is a self-contained, portable and battery 
operated making it suitable for mass screening of rural population without affecting their routine work. 

Proof-of-Concept

Portable non-invasive point care diagnostics device to identify sickle cell disease . The use of the magnetic ring. No 
biological and chemical waste involved. an affordable and user friendly device for mass screening of SCD where the 
disease is highly prevalent

Looking at the market potential, the proposed approach is using a non-invasive device, basically designed for point of 
care POC in a low resource set up. It could be easily operated with an initial training to the primary health care 
individuals.

The existing technologies which are available in the market are having some draw backs in terms of logistic issues, cost 
concerns and tests being carried out in the laboratory settings. Our proposed device would be definitely be a better 
solution to the existing set up.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Design & prototypes completion. Prototype 
assembling with final specifications. The above two is planned for 1-6 months after the 
receipt of the grant

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - The product under development is a non-
invasive device for point of care diagnostics for sickle cell disease SCD. 

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Basic patent application filed and the 
same has been published. PCT application filed and published. Patent of addition draft 
ready. To be filed soon

d. Resources Generated - Trained biomedical intern students on the product details

Attended the final round of ISB D-Labs for investors and mentor connect, fund raising on 
11th of October 2019 in Delhi. Final result awaited.

Minimal risk

Project coordinator: 

Poongothai A.R

Team Members: 

Harish, M. Venkateswara Rao,  
Suman Jain,  Suryakanth,  
Sateesh Kumar Talupuri

Contact:
405, om sai nilayam, 
Habsiguda 501, block iv, 
smr vinay acropolis, white fields, 
kondapur kondapur 
Hyderabad 500084

BIG BIG
HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS
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CYONICS CYTO SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Development of point of care instrumentation and kits for epidermal tissue harvesting and dissociation for application 
in Wound care, Burns and leukoderma / Vitiligo treatment

Team has developed a point of care Instrument and Disposable devices for Epidermal tissue harvesting and further 
dissociation to make single-cell suspension which can be directly applied to the affected area. 

Validation

Developed a point of care multipurpose instrument used for adipose stem cells and PRP preparation also and 
disposable devices for skin cell transplantation in 2-3 hrs from skin harvesting to Cell preparation. The Instrument is 
specialized for several types of tissue dissociation with peltier based temperature controller and mixing controls at 
optimum temperatures.

The devices will be used for Vitiligo, burns, wound healing and research applications at present which may have a 
market value of 6-7 crores per annum. The instrument is multipurpose and can be extended to use in other applications 
of regenerative tissue / cell transplantation.

Regenerative medicine is potential treatment option for several retractable diseases. The tissue and cell transplantation 
requires special laboratories which may not be possible in several clinical set ups. Point of care technologies saves 
money and time for several treatment options

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - The semi-automated instrument Beta version is 
manufactured and validated in rat models for Blister creation and centrifugation.
The tissue Harvesting and dissociation Devices are manufactured tested in Rat models 
for their functionality. 

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Another 6 or 8 months for obtaining NOC 
from CDSCO for clinical use.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Patent documentation is under process 
and the product is Potential to generate Patent

d. Resources Generated - The manufacturing facility is being constructed since the device 
manufacturing requires medical grade Cleanroom facility. However further funding is 
required to make the facility as per ISO 13485 norms.

Seeking funds for establishing a manufacturing facility and transforming the system to an 
automated processing machine to use for multiple applications. 

Seeking funds for establishing a manufacturing facility and transforming the system to an 
automated processing machine to use for multiple applications. Expecting reliable, risk-
bearing partners for marketing the product.

Project coordinator: 
Y V Kanthaiah

Team Members: 
Prathibha B ,  Srikanth B,
M Venkateswara Rao  
Harish VMD

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS
BIG

Contact:
12-10-145, bharath nagar 
Hyderabad 500018

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Cloud based platform for creation of 3d printed surgical guides online.

The Osteo3d Cloud based platform enables the surgeon to design and fabricate patient specific 3d printed guides 
online.

Commercialized

The Online platform is a one of a kind solution that increases accuracy and reduces the duration of the surgery by 
means of enabling the creation of patient specific surgical guides for mandibular reconstruction by grafting the fibula 
from the patient's body. This is an effective approach for patient suffering from cancer.

With the large incidence of cancer of the head & neck area, there is a large patient base within India and abroad that 
need cost effective, high quality patient specific surgical guide for mandibular reconstruction. 

It provides cost effective, high quality patient specific solutions complying to ISO 13485:2016 standards for patients for 
mandibular reconstruction -especially for cancer patients

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Project Completed

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Osteo3D cloud based platform

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Design Registrations.

d. Resources Generated - 6 Manpower trained

Collaboration with international surgical equipment companies.

Major risk seen is non-payment for product/service by Hospital Management.

DF3D CREATIONS PVT. LTD

Project coordinator: 
Deepak Raj

Team Members: 
Nachiketha,  Pavan K, 
Himaja K,  Gagan,   
Santhosh,  Dinesh

Contact:
No. 519, 3rd Floor 24th Main, 
2nd Sector, HSR Layout 
Bangalore 
KARNATAKA India-560102

HEALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

SPARSH
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Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Low cost, Disposable, and skin like electrodes for Electroencephalography EEG

In the project fabricated EEG electrodes that are ultrathin, stretchable and easily mounted on the skin like a patch. Such 
skin like electrodes make conformal contact with the skin due to which they are able to maximize the signal-to-noise 
ratio SNR of sensors, exclude movement artifacts and provides high temporal and spatial resolution without requiring 
conductive gel, tape, skin-penetrating pins.

Proof-of-Concept

Looking at several limitations of the conventional electrodes, the development of ultrathin, flexible and compliant 
materials based electrode systems is highly relevant, which will be the core innovation in this project. Skin-like EEG 
electrodes that are ultrathin, flexible and stretchable enables conformal contact of electrodes to the skin via van der 
Waals forces alone and thus the device is able to provide low impedance even without gels, and offers comfortable, 
non-invasive recording of important physiological data.

This work may have huge  market potential as it as a very low cost wearable technology for continous EEG monitoring 
and for other related applications, such as in Dyslexia Screening, neuro-disorders etc. Some invasive and implantable 
applications are in Epilepsy diagnosis and monitoring.

Developed EEG electrodes will be of grade interest for developing medical devices 

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Completed

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Conformal and wearable dry EEG electrodes, 
however, their long term capabilities such as testing signal quality over long durations, 
biocompatibility tests still need to be performed to enable them for clinical trials and to enter 
into commercial world.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Indian Patent Application No. 201921022239 

d. Resources Generated - 4 Manpowers were trained

Talks are already on with several healthcare and educational companies to explore the 
possibility of developing products using flexible EEG electrodes as these electrodes are going to 
be suitable for long term uses

Long term testing and acquiring high quality signals, interfacing electronics and integrating with standard EEG 
machines

DIPTI GUPTA

Project coordinator: 
Dipti Gupta 

Team Members: 
Azizuddin Khan

Contact:
Metallurgical Engg and 
Materials Science IIT Bombay, 
Powai Mumbai Maharashtra 
India-400076

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

I IPME

DIAGNORITE INNOVATIVE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Development of a Prototype Blood Test Kit for Earliest Diagnosis of Acute Myocardial Infarction at any Healthcare Setup

Grantee is developing a new blood test that detects superior and earliest cardiac marker H-FABP from blood stream. H-
FABP appears in the blood stream only in the case of emergency conditions, majority being acute myocardial infarction 
or heart attack. India still do not have this test in the market for routine use

Validation

The H-FABP tests available elsewhere in the world are antibody-reagent based. These reagents involve animals, are 
difficult to raise and difficult to manufacture in large scale. Indian work and climatic conditions make antibody-based 
reagent manufacturing extremely difficult. Our novel reagents are recombinant: easy and cost-effective manufacturing 
suitable for India.

Estimatedprevalence of Cardiovascular disease or CVD in India is 54.5 million as CVD is the leading cause of death in 
India. Â Heart attack diagnostics Global Market is estimated at 15.4Billion USD by 2024. 

Chest pains are taken seriously as it may mean heart attack. But as only 10% of the chest pain cases have real heart 
attack and it is difficult to identify real emergency cases through symptoms and ECG, many lives can not be saved and 
many heart-burn cases receive heart attack treatment.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Grantee has developed reagents for detection of H-FABP 
from human serum. Currently optimization of these reagents in a lateral flow assay 
format that shall be validated with clinical samples.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Blood tests that detect H-FABP in ELISA and 
Lateral Flow Assay formats. We need approximately 2 years to enter market provided 
enough fund is raised.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - None

d. Resources Generated – Manpower trained

Looking for funds from government and non-government sources. IISER-Kolkata is keen on 
supporting us for pilot manufacturing and beyond. They have identified a few potential partners for manufacturing 
and marketing as well

Fund raising in the era of recession is extremely difficult especially in the pre-revenue stages. 

Project coordinator: 
Susmita Ghosh

Team Members: 
Sutapa Mitra, 
Rahul Chatterjee ,  
Apoorva Sarda

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS
SBIRI

Contact:
Bunglow B-12 Defence Office 
Co-op Hous. 
Soc Behind Medipoint Hospital 
Aundh Pune, Maharashtra 
India-411007
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DZEAL PVT. LTD.

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential 

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Rotary endodontic file in basket form

BIG RC file is a rotary endodontic file used during bio mechanical preparation of root canal of tooth. It is simple to use, 
conservative, less chances of separation in canal and easy to retrieve design.

Proof-of-Concept

Innovation lies in the design of the file and the change it will bring of doing root canal treatment. This design is an 
attempt to merge the efficient way of mechanical debridement with chemical cleaning.

International market of rotary file is 182 Million USD. A 10% penetration will give market of 18 M USD. INR 127 Cr. 

Reduce incidence of file separation will help in providing the optimum root canal services to patients. This improved 
success rate will boost the efficacy perception of this treatment among masses. This will encourage more patient to opt 
for this treatment and thus save the tooth that would have been extracted otherwise .As more teeth would be saved 
with this treatment, it will help to decrease the morbidity and poor quality of life due to missing teeth

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Development of prototype: Completed. Mechanical tests as per ISO: Completed. Ex 
vivo comparative study: Completed. POC Result: BIG RC file is statistically equivalent to market available rotary file 

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - BIG RC file: A rotary endodontic file.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Indian Patent issued.

d. Resources Generated - Team: 4 Consultants: 3

Fund raising for clinical validation study, manufacturing unit set up and Llicensing out to an 
international company

Funds to set up a manufacturing unit and marketing.

Project coordinator: 
Lavkesh Bansal

Team Members: 
Shilpi Bansal,
Jeffin Joy  Shailesh Thakkur,  
Mangesh Patankar,  
K S Banga,  Ajinkya Pawar

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS
BIG

Contact:
flat no. 102, bldg. no. d/05, 
plot no.38 Sagar 
Darshan chs, sector 
18 palm beach road nerul / 
Thane 400706

Title of the Proposal

Brief Description

Current Stage of Development

Innovative Element

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance

Project Achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks Envisaged

Clinical validation of BIG file

BIG RC file is a rotary endodontic file used during bio mechanical preparation of root canal of tooth. It is simple to use, 
conservative, less chances of separation in canal and easy to retrieve design.

Validation

Innovation lies in the design of the file and the change it will bring of doing root canal treatment. This design is an 
attempt to merge the efficient way of mechanical debridement with chemical cleaning, where we want minimal 
damage to tooth with complete removal of infection.

International market of rotary file is 182 Million USD. A 10 percent penetration will give a market of INR 127 Cr.

Reduced incidence of file separation will help in providing the optimum root canal services to patients. This improved 
success rate will boost the efficacy perception of this treatment among masses. This will encourage more patient to opt 
for this treatment and thus save the tooth that would have been extracted otherwise. Reduced incidence of file 
separation and complete removal of broken file will boost the confidence of dentist. Development of an indigenous 
technology will bring more foreign research funding and add value to exports

a) Progress vis-a vis objectives - Manufacturing process finalized and preparation for 
validation is in progress.

b) Technology/Product developed - BIG RC file: A rotary endodontic file.

c) IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Indian Patent issued.

d) Resources Generated - 5 team members, 3 Consultants and a facility for processing Nitinol 
including shape setting, acid pickiling.

Fund raising for manufacturing unit set up and licensing out to an international company.

Funds to set up a manufacturing unit and marketing.

DZEAL PVT. LTD.

Project coordinator: 
Lavkesh Bansal.

Team Members: 
Shilpi Bansal, Vishal Shendge, 
Meet Patel, Mehul Anchan, 
Mangesh Patankar, 
K S Banga and Ajinkya Pawar

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

SBIRI

Contact:
flat no. 102, bldg. no. d/05, 
plot no.38 Sagar 
Darshan chs, sector 
18 palm beach road nerul / 
Thane 400706
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Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Autologous Reconstruction of Aortic valve AuRA

AuRA is a cloud-based technology innovation for recreating the native aortic valve by using a patient'S own tissue. 
AuRA intends to provide an easily reproducible, economical and customizable solution to address inherent 
shortcomings of prevalent prosthetic solutions. AuRA addresses inherent issues associated with prosthetic valves like 
high cost, need for lifelong anti-coagulants, risk of patient prosthetic mismatch and structural failures of mechanical 
valves.

Proof-of-Concept

Aims to perfect and promote a technique that replaces an expensive prosthetic valve replacement with a customised 
valve recreation using the patient's own tissues. The accuracy and the pervasiveness of this approach with leverage 
advanced technology to make the valve repair less risky and more affordable.

The market potential for AuRA is huge as it looks at disrupting a ~10 BUSD valve replacement market. In India itself, 
there are more than 30,000 valvular replacement surgeries being performed each year where the impact of such a 
solution can be game changing

AuRA aims to provide an affordable and customized surgical solution to a high impact problem. This solution will be a 
game changer in the Indian market where the power lies in the Government adopting it and making it accessible to our 
large population in the far flung areas.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Development of design software and the processing of 
3d printing an accurate replica of the mould for the replacement of a diseased valve.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - AuRA is currently being developed as a 
technology and process innovation that encompasses medical technology, advanced 
cloud computing, machine learning, computer aided design and 3D printing. 

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - To be filed

d. Resources Generated - NA

To take this innovation to the next level with the help of collaborations from the right 
partners like research institutes, hospitals, medical technology device manufacturers, 
funding partners, Franchisee partners, etc.

Displacement of established players like the valve manufacturers.  Adoption risk - New 
technology and process adoption hurdles. Funding risk - having enough capital to take it to 
next level.

EKISTICS SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.

Project coordinator: 
Srikant Mohapatra

Team Members: 
Sambit Mahapatra ,  
Shubhasis Pattnaik,  
Gyanendra Acharya

Contact:
409/B Saheed Nagar
 Bhubaneswar 751007

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

BIG
HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

BIG

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Electrochemical Point of care Portable Detection Kit for Liver cancer

Cancer is the most fatal disease with more than 10 million death each year and the number of new cancer cases may 
reach close to 25 million a year in the next 2 decades. The major cause of death and expenses related to cancer is the 
late diagnosis. Even in developed countries, most cases are diagnosed at an advanced stage when no treatment is 
possible.

Validation

Development of on-chip affordable easy to use sensing platform with mobile interface for easy data display, transfer, 
and storage in the cloud server. The whole concept is novel lives can be saved after early detection.

The global market on in-vitro diagnosis devices IVD would be $94 Billion in 2025. While in India would expect to reach 
$1.5-1.7 billion by 2020 5-year CAGR 15-20

Cancer is leading cause of death worldwide and global cancer burden is estimated to 18.1 million new cases and 9.6 
million deaths in 2018. While as per ICMR, India had 14 lakh cancer patients in 2016 and this number is expected to 
increase. Cancer is the second most common disease in India responsible for maximum mortality with about 0.3 
million deaths per year.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - First objective is to develop the point of care, rapid, accurate 
device for HCC detection. To get it validated with standard tests would be our last milestone 
for BIG and  obtain necessary approvals is critical step before commercialization.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Sens is the product for point of care, rapid 
accurate and early detection of HCC. Currently we are validating our device with standard 
tests to establish its efficiency.

c. IP generated/ potential for IP generation - One patent provisional filing is done and 
another parallel project under NIDHI, another patent is also under process.

d. Resources Generated - In-house facilities for on-chip electrodes fabrication and universal 
platform technology that can be extended for other sensing need as well.

Planning to have a complementary partner for jGTM to avail the existing sales and distribution 
network, while focus is  on product enhancement and extension based on feedback loop from market.

The risks are generic that are associated with any technology-related initiatives

FASTSENSE DIAGNOSTICS PVT. LTD.

Project coordinator: 
Preeti Nigam Joshi

Team Members: 
Harish C Joshi,
Sailendra Mishra,
Saurabh Srivstava,  
Mamta Gandhi  Amol Gokhle, 
Prasad Pranjape

Contact:
ML-8, 300 NIP, 100 NCL 
Innovation Park 
Dr Homi Bhabha Road, 
Pashan Pune Maharashtra 
Pashan PUNE 411008
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Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Scheduling Equines from Fatal Zoonotic disease- Glanders and Equine Infectious Anemia EIA in India using Point of 
Care Diagnostics POCD

Genomix Glanders and EIA Rapid and ELISA Antibody Detection Test Kits are a Lateral Flow and Indirect Ab ELISA based 
point of care Assays for the qualitative determination of Glanders and EIA Specific antibodies in whole blood/Serum 
samples of Equines samples at point of care areas. The RDT kits are designed to detect the primary antibodies against 
the Glanders/EIA through a Gold conjugated Protein G captured by the specific antigen HCP1, TssA, TssaB for Glanders, 
RP26 for EIA.

Pre- commercialization 

Till date no precise standardised diagnostic methodologies are available to detect Glanders and EIA in equines. The 
technology utilised in the development of diagnostic kits is well versed and established. In addition, these kits can be 
utilised at point of care settings to get quicker results.

Military Services, Horse breeders and veterinary clinicians being the prospective buyers in India, Gulf countries, US and 
Europe. These RDT and ELISA kits are cheaper than that are available in the market and at par with the quality, can be a 
better alternative to the kits imported

Both these diseases are of economic importance to horse breeders, armed forces, police as they cause mortality 
among equines.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Scaling up of recombinant protein production Development 
of ELISA and point of care test In-house and third party validation of kit

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - ELISA and Lateral flow rapid diagnostic kits for 
Glanders ELISA and Lateral flow rapid diagnostic kits for Equine Infectious Anaemia

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - 2 Indian Patents are filed by NRCE-ICAR 
Recombinant TssA protein for detection of antibodies against Burkholderia mallei and uses 
thereof 3610/DEL/2015 Recombinant Hcp1 protein for detection of antibodies against 
Burkholderia mallei and uses thereof 4120/DEL/2015

d. Resources Generated - 1 manpower

Applied for manufacture licence through CDSCO, New Delhi

None

GENOMIX MOLECULAR DIAGNOSTICS PVT. LTD. 
Collaborator: National Research Centre On Equines-ICAR,HISAR

Project coordinator: 
Rathnagiri Polavarapu

Team Members: 
Hari Shankar Singha & 
G. Vinay Chand Vidyasagar

Contact:

5-36/207 , Prasanthi Nagar, 

Kukatpally Hyderabad 

ANDHRA PRADESH 

India-500072

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

SBIRI
HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

BIG

FLEXMOTIV TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential 

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Flexcrutch: Flexure and Kinetic Shape based Crutches for enhanced mobility and reduced energy consumption

All Terrain, Self Standing Crutches Axillary and Elbow which can be used on wet and uneven surfaces such as mud and 
snow without slipping. It is energy efficient and will not make the user tired even after walking long distance.

Commercialization

Polymer tip of traditional crutch is replaced by flexure a flexible metal sheet in a foot like design that works like a leaf 
spring absorbing the impact when the person tries to put his weight forward and later while the person tries to lift the 
crutch for the next gait motion, the stored energy is released leading to easier lifting of crutches. 

Around 50 Lakh people in India with reduced mobility elderly, disabled, paraplegic require crutches every year but most 
of them use wheelchairs due to the problem of improper medical advice and slippage issues with traditional crutches in 
Indian terrain conditions.

Developing countries especially India has 5 times more people with mobility disability. These people suffer from poor 
Quality of life as the basic crutches does not properly solve the problem of walking and they get tired by walking small 
distance with it and their productivity is low.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Clinical Trials on Normal crutches to understand gait and generate product 
specification. User study on existing users to understand their difficulties. Design, 
Prototype and test new design on the users. Conduct comparative clinical gait analysis 
for our design and competitive crutches. Manufacture crutches and distribute to NGO 
for Validation. Fatigue testing for ensuring reliability

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Product commercialized and is undergoing 
Final manufacturing process stabilization

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Utility Patent filed in India and PCT
Design Patent Granted in India. Trademark for Flexmo has been approved and Pending 
grant in Dec 2019

d. Resources Generated - 6 Manpower Employed, 50Lakhs fund raised as convertible 
debt, work orders etc, 230 Life improved as part of our product

Fund raising, Scaling up Manufacturing and Marketing

Mentality of customers End user and NGO to purchase cheap Chinese product as opposed 
to value oriented products

Project coordinator: 
Arvind Suresh Ambalapuzha

Team Members: 
Adepu Srinivas,  Girish Yadav,   
Akash Vyas,  Ashish Chander,  
Aman Kumar,  Abhijeet Kumar

Contact:
B3, Mangad Apts, 29, 
Ellaiamman Koil St, 
West Mambalam 
Chennai 600033
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Broad Area
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Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Image Guided Surgical Navigation System for Spine

Healthcare-Devices and Diagnostics

easyNav navigation system is an image guidance system. It helps the surgeon in precise pedicle screw placement by 
3D tracking of the surgical tools with the help of stereotactic camera and computer.

Pre-Commercialization 

It uses unique pattern recognition technology makes it one and only consumable-less navigation system available in 
the Indian market. Its automatic C Arm registration with zero profile tracker reduces the number of X ray shots 
drastically

 Market potential is $200 million dollars

Currently available navigation systems in Indian market are imported. The cost of these systems is very high and they 
also need costly consumables. The developed unique pattern recognition technology is totally consumable-less. Its 
compact size, ease of use and cost makes it more affordable for hospitals even in tier 2 and tier 3 cities

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Completed spine 3D CT Based navigation & completed 
spine 2D C Arm navigation

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Implementation of 3D C Arm navigation with 
automatic registration CT and C Arm image fusion & Market release of Fluoro Navigation C-
Arm based in next 6 months

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Under process

d. Resources Generated – 5 Manpower hired 

By fund raising, partnership

None

HAPPY RELIABLE SURGERIES PVT. LTD.

Project coordinator: 
Arpit Paliwal 

Team Members: 
Kshitij Palkar, 
Pruthvesh Pipaliya & 
Shweta Paliwal

Contact:
834, 13 Cross, Near Sharma 
Music School Mahalakshmi 
Layout Bangalore 
KARNATAKA India-560086

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

I IPME

Project coordinator: 
Ulhas Kharul

Team Members: 
Rajendra Kharul, 
Sharayu Pithore, 
Nitesh Gangade & 
Arati Rathod

Contact:
100, NCL Innovation Park 
Dr. Homi BHabha road 
Pashan Pune 
MAHARASHTRA India-411008

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)  

Market Potential 

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Oxygen Enrichment unit (OEU) for increasing life expectancy of aging patients suffering from COPD and Asthma

Oxygen therapy is as essential as medicines for patients suffering with chronic respiratory diseases including COPD, 

Asthma, ILD. Unlike the current methods, our oxygen concentrator is portable, plug-and-play, easily can be taken to the 

door step of the patients instaed patients coming to big city for treatment. With our oxygen concentrator, we aim to 

elevate life-style and life-expectancy of these patients

Validation

Though oxygen separation using membrane technology is practiced in developed countries on industrial scale, 

miniaturization for individual patient is done by Genrich. This constitutes novelty.

In India, there are 55 million COPD and 34 million Asthma patients. There are 75 million and 400 million COPD patients 

globally. By considering the average cost per patients, the total addressable Indian market is 975 million USD.

In India, currently Oxygen Therapy is mainly available in big cities and big hospitals. Due to imported technology 

and/or hardware, high maintenance the current methods are costly and are out-of-reach for majority of the patient 

population particularly BoP population.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- All technical objectives achieved, validation and 

design change achieved.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Another 8-10 months are required to 

reach the market after funds availability

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Patent is filled

d. Resources Generated - employment for 6 people. Trained 10 interns.

By Fund raising

Market acceptancy. 

GENRICH MEMBRANES PVT. LTD.

HEALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS
SPARSH
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Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance 

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Development and manufacturing of end to end room temperature stable molecular diagnostic reagents.  

manufacturing of IVD reagents and kits which can be transported and stored at Room temperature. Once suggested 
sample transport media is established entire system can be offered as package making molecular diagnostic testing 
independent of low temperature requirements. Reference and evidence for inhibitior resistant taq already exists in the 
literature. Availability of reverse transcriptase which can work in crude samples will be a step ahead in the direction of 
extraction free detection. It will also boost development of better microdevices.

Validation

End to end room temperature stable solution is not completely innovative step considering market solutions but 
extremely important to set up in Indian scenario. Whereas development of inhibitor resistant reverse transcriptase is 
an innovative and useful idea. It can lead to a good IP and help country to make a mark in this field.

A conservative estimate of indian market is approx 150 cr with a CAGR of 25% A part from existing classical molecular 
market the proposed products can expand to tier 2 and tier 3 cities and low resource areas

Confirmatory diagnostics should reach en masse in vast country like India to avoid spurious and discontinuous use of 
drug. These practices lead to drug resistance as reported in case of TB and other infections leading to high rate of 
mortality. Hence ease of operation and availability of high quality stable reagents across the country is highly 
desirable.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - LAB scale lyophilization of amplification mixes is done

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Lyophilized complete amplification mix. with in 
two years

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Lyophilised composition and mutant has great 
potential for patenting.

d. Resources Generated - Technical and nontechnical Manpower is employed and trained

Partnering with strong parteners who can help to take product to the national and international 
market.

Partnering with strong partners who can help to take product to the national and international 
market.

HUWEL LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.

Project coordinator: 
Rachana Tripathi

Team Members: 
M Shesheer Kumar, 
V.S.K Chakrawarty, 
Ch. Ravi Kumar, B. Ravi, 
Pranay Katkar & 
V.S.S Pavan kumar. M

Contact:
Narsingi, Hyderabad, 
Telangana 500075

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

NBM

HTIC, IIT MADRAS 
Collaborator: Mitra Medical Services, Delhi

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential 

National/Societal relevance 

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

SmartEye-Technology platform for endoscopy.

A state of art 4K/UHD, 60 fps, flexible video endoscope system, with smart flexible video scopes and intelligent image 
enhancement features for improved usability and clinical utility. The key technology innovations that we are planning 
are smart-scopes with embedded intelligence and wireless capabilities, true-multi-spectral imaging scopes, deep 
learning-based image processing and computing.

Proof of Concept 

Wireless technology for video transfer,Multi spectral imaging, deep learning based intelligent image processing & 
analytics modules for enhanced diagnosis & clinical decision support

The commercial impact of the technology and products is estimated at Rs. 1000 Crores over 8 years after the project 
completion.

Nearly 15 Million endoscopes are performed in India every year. There is a clear clinical need and market requirement 
for affordable endoscopy devices, which can be addressed only by an Indian company with indigenous technology 
development capabilities.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Development of CMOS endoscopic image sensors and 
multispectral imaging is underway.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - 4K/UHD, 60fps, flexible video endoscopy 
system with smart probes and intelligent image enhancement features within 3 years 
Next generation, 4K+,60fps flexible video endoscopy system with advanced 
multispectral imaging, multimodal tissue visualization and intelligent computing for 
decision support in 4 years

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Potential IPs for multispectral imaging in 
endoscopic image diagnosis

d. Resources Generated - 8 member team experienced in embedded hardware, 
software, firmware, mechanical, image processing

Initiation of collaboration with CMC and AIIMS for clinical validation. Collaboration with 
Mitra Medical Services for manufacturing and commercialization

Availability of latest image sensor chips, Ensuring EMI/EMC compliance of smart scopes, 
Integration of SIBs with active, temperature sensitive electronics into the plastic scope 
handles

Project coordinator: 
Mohanasankar  Sivaprakasam

Team Members: 
K. Yesurathnam, Rahul G.S., 
Keerthi Ram, 
Maharaj Singh,
Rajendar Raina & 
Preejith S.P.

HE ALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS
NBM

Contact:
5th floor, 'C' Block, Phase 2, 
IIT-Madras Research Park, 
Kanagam Rd, Tharamani, 
Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600113
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IATOME ELECTRIC INDIA PVT. LTD.

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential 

National/Societal relevance 

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Commercialisation and Development of Compact High Frequency X-Ray Machines

The project is to develop key technologies and to use this for the development of a series of commercial diagnostic x-
ray equipment. Specifically, a hand-held dental x-ray, portable general x-ray and a fluoroscopy generator is developed. 
The models or variants of products possible is however, much wider

Pre-Commercialization 

Composite HV insulations, New Electronics and Software Design, Innovative packaging, High Frequency Operation, 
High Dose efficiency.

Hand-Held dental x-ray is imported and this is an import alternate. Similarly, the High Frequency generators used for 
making local units are imported. There is good potential for import substitutions.

The technology enables new type of x-ray equipment which are mostly available as imports. The safety and 
performance of these systems are superior and hence the diagnosis is more efficient.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Dental X-Ray & portable general X-ray has been commercilizized.  Fluoroscopy 
generator is under development

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Composite HV insulations, New Electronics 
and Software Design, Innovative packaging, High Frequency Operation, High Dose 
efficiency.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - None

d. Resources Generated - Manufacturing facility, production staff, SAP ERP, Marketing 
Team, Sales Team, Working Capital from Bank

Need to raise working capital from private funds.

Brand name, Service and Sales Network

Project coordinator: 
Biju S Nathan

Team Members: 
Uthamachandran,
Lavanya U, Indrajeeth & 
Sathyamoorthy

Contact:
No 209, Renga Villas 
New Dhamu Nagar 
PN Palayam Coimbatore 
TAMIL NADU India-641037

HEALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS
PACE-AIR

IIT-BOMBAY

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential 

National/Societal relevance 

Project achievements

innovation further

Risks envisaged

Determining and Development of Digital Device for Screening and Diagnosis of Dyslexia among Hindi Speaking 
Children

To investigate and ascertain causal factors and exact symptoms of developmental dyslexia among Hindi speaking 
children and then develop a digital tool for Screening and Diagnosis of developmental dyslexia

Proof-of-Concept

This will be the first of its kind effort in India to make digital platform for the screening and diagnosis of Hindi speaking 
dyslexics especially by incorporating phonological processing, word recognition, decoding, spelling, automaticity etc.

The proposed digital tools is going to address to about 30 million potential dyslexic children. Since solution is being 
developed in the digital form, economy of scale will be in the favor of this product leading to successful 
commercialization of this digital assessment tool at a very reasonable investment.

Dyslexia screening tools which are used currently like Woodcock Johnson test, IQ Tests and DAT in India are not 
standardized as per Indian languages. In this project we will incorporate latest findings and and valid the tools with EEG 
based Biomarkers for Dyslexia.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Conceptualization of module and recording of the data. 
Analysis of the data Conceptualization of the module

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Digital tool for screening and diagnosis of 
dyslexia is underway. Within six months,we expect to develop the product.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Potential for new IP generation

d. Resources Generated - Trained two interns and one RA  

After developing digital tool, we will approach to industry for scaling up.

None

Plans to take 

Project coordinator: 
Azizuddin Khan

Team Members: 
Manish Kumar, 
Aiswarya Rai & Ayyub Khan

Contact:
Bombay Powai Thane 
CTARA Office, 
Old CSE building, 
IIT Bombay Mumbai 
MAHARASHTRA
India-400076
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Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential 

National/Societal relevance 

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Continuous Noninvasive Blood Pressure Waveform Measuring Device for Cardiovascular Health

To devise an affordable and accurate, cuff-less, non-invasive, table-top, simple to operate BP device along with its 
software and data integration platform for highly reliable monitoring of hypertension for personalized as well as large 
scale community monitoring. For personal health monitoring, the device will be closely integrated with mobile 
application to get personalized data for hypertension monitoring.

Proof-of-Concept

The traditional blood pressure measuring device gives only systole and diastole pressure information which are 
incomplete for full analysis. The blood pressure waveform can provide a lot more information about cardiovascular 
health. T device can give complete BP waveform, from where feature extraction can be done to relate to numerious 
other cardivascular health parameters.

Currently, there is no device existing that can give waveform based BP measurement based on direct tonometry based 
pressure measurement in the affordable segment, under 1000 INR.

The software platform can be used for integration of anonymized data for open sharing and data visualization as 
needed for access by the community, government, researchers, and health organizations

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Developed the mechanical form factor in wearable and 
pentype form factors, its associated processing electronics and algorithm.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – proof of concept is ready, validation will be 
perform

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation – An patent is filed on “A NOVEL DEVICE 
FOR MEASURING PRESSURE PULSES BASED ON APPLANATION TONOMETRY”

d. Resources Generated - A start up registration is under process. Trained BTechs, MTech 
as well as PhD scholars in cardiovascular bioengineering through this project.

Out licensing 

None

IIT- DELHI 
Collaborator: AIIMS, Delhi

Project coordinator: 
Sitikantha Roy

Team Members: 
Dinu S Chandra

Contact:
Kusuma school of 
biological sciences 
IIT-Delhi Hauz Khas 
New Delhi DELHI 
India-110016

HEALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

PACE-AIR
HEALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

PACE-AIR

Project coordinator: 
Ramkrishna Pasumarthy

Team Members: 
Vinay Sridhar, 
Viswanath Talasila, 
Arjun Nanda & 
Geethanjali R

Contact:
Dept of Biotechnology 
IIT Madras Chennai 
TAMIL NADU India-600036

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential 

National/Societal relevance 

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

A foot-drop rehabilitation device offering customized treatment and monitoring

The primary goal of this project is the development of a customizable Functional Electrical Stimulator FES with a key 
differentiator of being able to provide highly personalized treatment to patients. A FES is used to provide treatment for 
patients suffering from movement disorders

Validation

The customizability aspects of the system where a doctor can easily add multiple channels of stimulation, and 
advanced machine learning techniques will easily learn the optimal muscle activation sequence automatically. The 
second main innovation is that the software will provide real time feedback updates on how to walk optimally in order 
to conserve energy a critical indicator of optimal gait 

In Hospitals and Rehabilitation, Clinics Geriatric rehabilitation centers 

Worldwide, the WHO states that about 15 million people suffer stroke every single year across the world . These strokes 
could result in the inability of the survivor to perform basic movement tasks, severely impairing the quality of life. 

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Proof of concept first developed and tested Design and Fabrication of custom 
wireless sensor and Base Station modules Discrete event algorithm for foot-drop 
Specification and Performance Documentation Sensor Data Acquisition 50 Datasets 
Hardware Prototype ready Medical Grade Software being developed

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Automatic Stimulator Control, Gait Module for 
Gait Analytics, Integrated Stimulation with Gait module

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Patent filed

d. Resources Generated - 3 Employees have been employed in this project. Electronic Assests 
developed

Partnered with SIM, Chennai and Manipal Bangalore to validate and take the product into 
commercialization. Looking for a Series A funding from investors to get into the world market

Adaptability of these devices to frequent changes in hardware and communication 
technologies.

IIT - MADRAS 
Collaborator: Imov Motiontech Pvt. Ltd.
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INDIUS MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance 

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Development of a Novel Self Actuating Hydraulics based Growing Rod Technology for Growth Induced Correction in 
Paediatric Scoliosis

Early Onset Scoliosis EOS affects children below the age of 10, who are not yet skeletally mature. If left untreated, the 
growth of the deformed spine results in severely compromised pulmonary and cardiac function and even an early 
death. The growing rod currently under development is hydraulic based and focuses on mitigating the complications 
involved in current procedures for scoliosis correction in paediatric patients.

Validation

Systems focus on deformity correction followed by predictive increase in spinal height at regular time intervals through 
distraction forces on the implants

A conservative estimate of 1000 procedures/year gives a market potential of INR 30 Crores at a price between INR 1 to 5 
Lakhs. In USA, a price of USD 15,000 to 30,000, gives a market potential of USD 30 Million.

The hydraulic rod will help reduce complications related to repeat surgery lengthening procedures, wear debris, sub - 
cutaneous rod placement and numerous anchoring points and will reduces overall costs

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Design finalized based on surgeon feedback and 
manufacturing constraints. Initial sample manufacturing initiated.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - Hydraulic based Growing Rod for Early 
Onset Scoliosis

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - India Patent granted for Self-Actuating 
Hydraulic Growing rods One application Pending. Application filed in USA, Japan and 
the European Union

d. Resources Generated - One Product Development Engineer recruited. Computer 
System and necessary support software purchased.

Post design finalization, validation testing, animal testing and regulatory approvals, funds 
will be raised to set up the full commercial manufacturing facility with necessary / additional 
resources.

Changes in Medical Device rules and Regulatory environment

Project coordinator: 
Aditya Ingalhalikar

Team Members: 
Sagar Sathaye, 
Manali Kunte & 
Meet Pandya

Contact:
100, NCL Innovation 
Park Dr. Homi Bhabha Road 
Pune MAHARASHTRA 
India-411008

HEALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS
BIPP

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH-CSIR

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential 

National/Societal relevance

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Development and clinical validation of markers for a point of care diagnostic kit for diabetic nephropathy

Project is aimed at identification of clinically validated multi-marker panel for early detection if diabetic nephropathy. 
Diabetic patients will be screened for stage of diabetes and kidney diseases using established methods. The stage and 
grade will then be correlated using our early diagnostic markers for their sensitivity and specificity. 

Proof-of-Concept

Multimarker assay which can predict region specific renal damage.  Specific for diabetic nephropathy which has unique 
pathological features. Precise association between stages of diabetes and diabetic nephropathy

Indian  diabetic market growing at more than 25 per cent and pegged at Rs 7,638 crore. Renal Function Test Market 
Excepted to be Worth US$ 900 MN by 2026. 30-50 of diabetics will proceed to renal failure at later stage according to 
studies and early detection kit may be helpful for them.

Approx 30-50 of more than 60 million diabetic patients in India will develop kidney diseases. Only 10-20 of Indian 
kidney failure population has access/can afford the costly dialysis/renal transplant at present. Diabetic patients with 
kidney diseases: cost is 4 time more per hospitalization â‚¹ 12,664 vs. 3,214 . 

Project achievements

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Project in initial stage. Collection of patient samples and 
their grading in progress.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - This is proof of concept proposal for testing 
newer diagnostic markers for diabetic nephropathy in Indian population. If successful, can 
lead to development of new highly sensitive multimarker assay for early detection of diabetic 
nephropathy.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - A potential patent for a multimarker assay for 
early detection of diabetic nephropathy would be generated.

d. Resources Generated - 2 research associates are being trained in markers assessment and 
development

Following successful validation, grantee will be looking for an industry partner to develop a 
microfluidics/strip based or similar assay platform.

Patient to patient variability. Multifactorial disease etiology may give false signals. Cost of scaling 
up the proposed future multimarker assay.

PACE-AIR
HEALTHCARE - DEVICES AND DIAGNOSTICS

Project coordinator: 
Vikas Srivastava

Team Members: 
Vineeta Sharma

Contact:
80, Mahatma Gandhi Marg 
31 Vishvigyan Bhawan 
31, M.G. Marg Lucknow 
UTTAR PRADESH 
India-226001
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ALGALR NUTRAPHARMS PVT. LTD. ANASUYA ROY

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

 BIPP BIG

Title of the Proposal: 

Brief description: 

Current stage of development: 

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements 

Plans to take innovation further: 

Risks envisaged:

Pre-pilot scale production and validation of docosahexaenoic acid from microalgae

Docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), an important omega-3 fatty acid has been manufactured from microalgae. DHA 
extracted from algae is 100% vegetarian. Algae DHA oil and DHA powder are manufactured in compliance with the set 
of industrial standards, FSSAI, CODEX, ISO 22000:2005 and European standards, using patented technology in a state-
of-the-art production system. The by-product, de-oiled biomass cake, has also been commercialized to poultry, pet-
food, and aquaculture industries for value-addition.

Commercialization

Algal DHA oil is processed to the highest quality to match with the US and European standards. It is ultra-clear and 
highly stable without using external antioxidants, unlike any other Algal DHA oil. Algal DHA oil comes in 20 to 80 
percent purity.

The Indian market for omega-3 fatty acids is at US$29.4 million at a CAGR of 11.4. 
The global algae omega-3 DHA and EPA market is forecasted to reach US$1.2 billion 
by 2024 growing at a CAGR of 11.3 during the forecast period 2019 - 2024. 

Until now India is importing vegan DHA oil from the US and European suppliers. 
Now our own indigenous algae DHA production technology, which can meet our 
demand without compromising on the quality at a very competitive price.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Demonstrated the production of algae DHA in 
7500 L and the products were commercialized.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed –Production of vegan DHA from 
microalgae has been developed. Algal DHA Oil - 20-80%, Algal DHA powder 
10-40%, Algal DHA Biomass 10-30% were developed and commercialized.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation – Microalgae and methods for 
producing docosahexaenoic acid

d. Resources Generated – Algal DHA oil production facility up to 24 MTPA has 
been created. Funds mobilization for a value of 8.5 Cr. has been done.

Planning to scale-up the production to 200 MTPA.

The global algae omega-3 ingredients market is fragmented, as key players are focusing on partnerships and joint 
ventures to increase their production capabilities and consumer base across various regions.

Project Coordinator: 
Mohanraj Subramanian

Team Members: 
Guhan Jayaraman, 
M. Sakthis, 
C. Lakshmiraman,
P. Ganesh, Karthick, 
Saravanan, 
D. Venkatraman

Contact:
No. 690, O.M. Rajoo Nagar 
Near New Bus Stand 
Thanjavur, Tamilnadu,
India-613005

Project Coordinator: 
Anasuya Roy

Team Members: 
Mangala Joshi, 
B S Butola, 
Rahul Sahu

Contact:
ED-12, Kailash Hostel 
Delhi-110016

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential 

National/Societal relevance 

Project achievements 

Plans to take innovation further:

Risks envisaged

Antimicrobial water storage containers for underprivileged urban and rural population

The aim is to develop Safeplast, a cost-effective and antimicrobial polyethylene container of 20 L capacity infused 
homogenously with copper-clay complex which will sterilize stored water and reduce water-associated illnesses.

Discovery

The active antimicrobial species is a natural clay infused with copper in its ionic state. Although antimicrobial copper 
based surfaces and products are available, this is the first time copper ions are supported in substrate clay to enable 
sustained release and therefore better durability.

In India, approximately 91.4 crore people are ruralites. Assuming a 0.1 market penetration in 1 year b family of 4, the 
number of containers required is 2.2 lakh 9.14 lakh /4 . The cost of one 20 l container is 350 
INR, therefore gross annual revenue will be 7.7 crore. Also, water stressed countries like 
Africa and Middle East will be targeted.

Providing safe drinking water is an instrumental step in uplifting standards of the 
underprivileged population of India.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Production of antimicrobial additive and testing is 
completed and preparation of antimicrobial polymer material and testing is in 
progress.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed  A polyethylene water storage container 
with inherent antimicrobial activity for safe-keeping of potable water in the 
underprivileged population.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation  1. Copper and silver immobilized nano-
sized montmorillonite clay with antimicrobial properties Filed: 201911034631. 2. 
Metal-clay based polymer nano-composite formulation with excellent antimicrobial 
and cytocompatible properties Filing under progress

d. Resources Generated - A private enterprise start-up company created to generate 
and manage sale of the product. Two personnel trained and hired to manage the pilot 
scale production trials.

Following proof of concept, commercial trials will be undertaken.

1. Bulk trials to produce antimicrobial additive nano-material presents challenges of handling costly nano-material.

2. Penetration into well-established manufacturing units to produce containers in small scale. 

-

-
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ANNA UNIVERSITY ARJUNA NATURAL LTD.

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

PACE-AIR SBIRI

Project Coordinator: 
Ramalingam S

Team Members: 
T. Akila, G. Padmapriya, 
Y. Anitha Janet Roshni, 
Nikhil Sangith, Sharmila 
Anishetty, J. Tamilselvan, 
Pandiarajan

Contact:

Sardar Patel Road, Guindy, 
Chennai TAMILNADU 
India-600025

Project Coordinator: 
Benny Antony

Team Members: 
Merina Benny, Sunil Jose, 
Ashok Kumar, 
Nishant Kumar Gupta, 
Sundeshkumar, 
Sherina Jacob, Vinod N

Contact:
Bank Road, Aluva, KERALA 
India-683101

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development 

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged 

Production of L- 2-aminobutyric acid from citraconate by biotransformation and cell free system

L-2-ABA is a key chiral intermediate for the synthesis of important drugs namely anti-epileptic levetiracetam, 
brivaracetam and anti-tuberculotic ethambutol. L-2-ABA produced by chemical methods lead to undesirable racemic 
mixture. L-2-ABA produced by glucose fermentation by metabolic engineering strategies yields low productivity levels 
of 9.33g/L. The current process, enzymatic bio-transformation from threonine, achieves 97.3% of theoretical yield. This 
process uses inefficient enzymes, and redox imbalanced pathway that requires additional raw materials. 

Validation

L-2-aminobutyric acid is produced by cell free metabolic engineering and bio-transformation through a novel pathway 
using a cheap substrate Citraconate containing efficient enzyme system. 

L-2-ABA is required at the scale of 10,000 MTA world wide and 4,000 MTA in India 
alone. Currently it is imported from China. 

By producing the drug intermediate in-house, the cost of anti-epileptic and anti-
tuberculotic drugs shall be stabilized and if possible decreased. The drugs will be 
affordable by increased production to the people who are economically backward. 

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Cell free enzymatic conversion was carried out 
which resulted in 99% conversion of 0.25M. Further optimization has to be 
carried out to reach greater than 100g/L 1 M .

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Cost effective technology to 
produce anti-epileptic and anti-tuberculotic drug intermediate, L-2-ABA by cell 
free enzymatic conversion and whole cell bio-transformation through pathway 
that uses cheaper substrate and efficient enzymes.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - International patent PCT has 
been filed for Production of L-2-aminobutyrate from pyruvate / citrmalate / 
citraconate by bio-transformation and cell free system

d. Resources Generated - Manpower trained.

The work has been presented to few pharmaceutical industries. 

With respect to technology, the risk could be procuring the substrate at the scale of 10,000 MTA and unknown factors 
influencing purification in this alternative process. With respect to technology transfer, the risk could be ascertaining 
the technology cost and finding more partners for licensing.

Title of the Proposal 

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential 

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Process validation and development of a highly stabilized Omega-3 fatty acids in liquid matrix, value addition of its 
byproduct, preclinical and clinical evaluation of safety and bioavailability for use in pediatric and general population

Omega 3 fatty acids (EPA and DHA) are essential fatty acids not synthesized by the body and has to be supplemented 
through diet. The newly developed Omega 3 liquid suspension is without unpleasant odour and flavour, but with added 
fruity flavor, this will be an attractive option for supplement to children. The second product, obtained from the by-
product of Omega 3 manufacturing, is Poultry feed supplement, which in turn resulted in Omega 3 enriched eggs.

Validation

The indigenous technology developed will cater to the huge market demand for omega 3 rich liquid formulations for 
use in pediatric and general population, especially geriatric people.

The packaged products is projected to reach $34.7 billion in 2016, representing a compound annual growth rate CAGR 
of 6.4% over 2011. Infant formula is projected to continue as the largest EPA/DHA omega-3 product category, claiming a 
market share of 40.7 in 2016.

This may be the first liquid fish oil supplement manufactured in India. Apart 
from this main product, the fish oil waste is utilized for the development of 
poultry/animal feed supplements. 

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- The Project is progressing as per the 
objectives.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – The project has been 
completed and the above mentioned products have already been 
developed. 

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation –  Generated two IPs 1. Fish oil 
based Fowl Feed Composition and a method thereof. 2. Fish oil based Flavored Omega-3 syrup for pediatric and 
geriatric juice.

d. Resources Generated – Scientists, Senior and Junior Research Associates and Technicians were hired. Equipment 
and resources such as Fish oil Storage Tank, Carbon Filter, Acid Value Treatment Vessel, Deodorizing Vessel, 
Tintometer, Pelletizing were installed.

The products are ready for commercialization.

None.
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BAIJNATH PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD. BHAPRA BIOSOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

Project Coordinator: 
S K Sharma

Team Members: 
Damanpreet Singh, 
Mohit Sharma,
Vikram Patial, Ajay Rana, 
Renuka, Sushrut Sharma

Contact:
Paprola HIMACHAL PRADESH 
India-176115

Project Coordinator: 
J. Venkateswara Rao

Team Members: 
Deepti Karanam, 
Mohammed Salman Khan, 
Vinay K Gupta, 
Baij Nath Asharfi Lall, 
Alok Gupta

Contact:
Kusumarjuna Nilayam, 
H. No. 3-119-14, Road No.-2 
IICT Colony, Adjacent to 
BhaPra Homes, Boduppal,
Hyderabad 500092

 BIPP

Title of the Proposal 

Brief description 

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Commercial Scale Production of Tea Catechin from Green Tea Leaves, Development of Formulations as Nutraceuticals 
and their Human Intervention Studies

Present technology involves a green and sustainable process for the extraction and purification of these high-value 
phytochemicals and development for new formulations as tablet, capsule, cream, sachets etc.

Validation

Green technology for extraction and purification of catechins from tea leaves

Tea catechins are highly sought-after polyphenols consumed worldwide accounting for 72.5 % of total market volume 
in 2012, with the fastest-growing polyphenol product, growing at an estimated 
CAGR of 8.8 % from 2013 to 2020. The global market for black tea polyphenols is 
expected to exceed USD 25 million by 2020 at an estimated CAGR of 6.3% from 2013 
to 2020.

Tea is a crop of commerce. For the manufacture of different teas only fresh tender 
tea, shoots are used. But due to labour shortage, there is difficulty in maintaining the 
flush and the shoots overgrow. During the rainy months, the tea factories are not 
able to handle the flush which results in low manufacturing and poor quality. 

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - Upscaling the process for extraction and 
purification of tea catechins at industrial scale

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed  Development of different products 
based out of catechins.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation  None

d. Resources Generated  Yes

Planning to take them to International market.

 None

-

-

-

BIG

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements: 

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Development of mosquito repellent military uniform impregnated with micro-encapsulated formulations through 
novel and unique pressure plasma technique

The project will result in nano-formulated mosquito repellent clothing for military/security uniforms, with 
impregnating nano encapsulated molecules and oils with different permutations and combinations of permethrin with 
other insect repellents, though robust methodology. 

Validation

The company proposes to utilize the permethrin, FDA approved, to kill the disease-carrying insects, in combination with 
other insect repellent essential oils incorporated into mesoporous silica nano-particles, which would enhance the 
efficacy of the mosquito repellent properties of uniform up to 60-70 washes.

The company has already partnered with M/s Baij Nath Asharfi Lall, Laminated Polyester Fabrics to commercialize this 
product for the Indian Army and overseas market. The partnered company is already supplying permethrin treated 
mosquito nets and tents to the Indian Military for several years.

During these days, military forces have frequently deployed to several localities 
that have been characterized by extremes of environment, possessing endemic 
diseases with inadequate public health resources. In terms of vector-borne 
infectious diseases, such as malaria and the arboviruses, stand out as major 
concerns for military deployments and also influencing the result of major 
military operations in the border areas.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - The company has standardized the 
mosquito repellent formulation in combination with EPA approved 
permethrin and essential oils. Furthermore, incorporation into the newly 
synthesized mesoporous silica nanoparticles has been already achieved.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Treatment of cloth with the 
microencapsulated mosquito repellent formulations is under progress.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation – Work is ongoing to file an Indian and PCT patent applications.

d. Resources Generated - Most of the equipment related to the treatment of fabric were installed Four people were 
employed as team members.

The company has a MoU with M/s Baij Nath Asharfi Lall Company to commercialize the product.

None.
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CAROT LABS PVT. LTD. CSIR-NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR 
INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

Project Coordinator: 

Naveen Chandramohan
Team Members: 
Naveen Chandramohan, 
Yogalakshmi, 
Karthick Sekar, 
Ravikumar, Praveen, 
Sundar, Mahendran

Contact:
Plot No. 151, 1st Main Road 
Industrial Estate, Perungudi, 
Chennai, Tamilnadu, India-
600096

Project Coordinator: 
P Nisha

Team Members: 
V.V. Venugopal, 
Jayamurthy, Merina Benny, 
Benny Antony, Sunil Jose, 
Binu T Kuruvila, Sheeja

Contact:
Industrial Estate, 
PO, CSIR-NIIST, Trivandrum, 
KERALA, India-695019

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance 

Project achievements: 

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged 

Capillary Bioreactor - bringing major reduction in water requirement for algal cultivation

Traditional suspension based algal cultivation is not economically feasible because of its high production cost and 
contamination. Thus, the proprietary capillary bioreactor along with a machine learning artificial intelligence system 
named as algAI, is a cutting edge technology for algal cultivation that comfortably sees a 5 fold reduction in water 
consumption compared to the conventional methods with drastic reduction in batch failure rates because of real time 
monitoring of cultivation process through algAI.

Validation

Capillary Bioprocess system, for augmenting various processes such as growth, carotenogenesis, lipid accumulation, in 
situ cell disruption and in situ cell extraction.

The opportunity is a multi billion dollar for a standardized scalable water efficient 
algal technology 

Change in the cost-dynamics of various beleaguered algae biofuel industry that 
have failed/failing and will ensure revival of algae industry by its water and cost 
efficiency.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- The beta version prototype of capillary 
bioreactor with several fold water reduction as compared to conventional 
methods is achieved.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Commercial scale demo facility is 
possible through partnering with strategic MNC's.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - The company is in the process of 
securing IP 

d. Resources Generated - Nine man power were employed and trained and 
sophisticated research facility with proprietary capillary reactor system 
exclusively designed for algal cultivation.

Focus now is on establishing strategic partnerships to enable a technology scale-up to setup a commercial scale demo 
facility.

The yields are subject to variability of process condition. Initial setup cost will be higher compared to conventional 
systems. Strain specific fine-tuning of reactors need to be done.

Title of the Proposal

Brief description 

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Valorization of spent turmeric/amla: Process development for antioxidant dietary fibre enriched products as metabolic 
enhancers

Preliminary studies at CSIR-NIIST indicated great scope for dietary intervention using spent materials generated from 
agri/food/nutraceutical industries as metabolic enhancers as these are rich source of bioactives and dietary fibre. 
Arjuna Naturals generates huge amount of spent turmeric which was found to be rich in resistant starch.

Validation

The focus of the current project is on process development of extraction of dietary fibre and bioactive from spent 
turmeric generated form industry for application as metabolic enhancer.

Development of scientifically validated dietary fibre enriched formulated products in the 
form of supplements/ functional foods/nutraceuticals as metabolic enhancers will be 
value addition to these materials which is otherwise discarded as waste. Moreover, as 
metabolic syndrome is one of the major health concerns all over the world, the market for 
scientifically validated formulation for dietary intervention is promising.

The efficient utilization of the by-products from food industry can help in reducing the 
negative cost, reduce environmental pollution, demonstrating sustainability in food 
industry and that has direct impact on the economy and food security of the country.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Phytochemical fingerprinting of bioactive in spent 
and fresh turmeric, extraction of resistant starch and prebiotic activity PAS , in vitro 
bioactivity studies antidiabetic and antiinflammatory studies.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Process for extraction of prebiotic dietary 
fibre resistant starch with metabolic enhancing activity from spent turmeric

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation – New IP may come out.

d. Resources Generated - Three project students and two PhD are being trained under 
this project.

Once optimized, the process will be scaled up and commercialized by the industry partner.

Scale-up of the process and development of product with consistent activity and resistant starch content is the major 
challenge envisaged.

SBIRI PACE-CRS
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FERMENTECH GSV PVT. LTD. HIMEDIA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

Project Coordinator: 

G.R. Gopi
Team Members: 
P. Sathyavrathan, 
J. Krishna

Contact:
Room No: 215, Periyar Tbi, 
Periyar Maniammai Univeristy, 
Periyar Nagar Vallam, Thanjavur, 
Tamilnadu, India-613403

Project Coordinator: 
Rahul G. Warke

Team Members: 
Girish B. Mahajan, 
Tanuja A. Patil, 
Milan R. Satardekar,  
Manoj J. Dev, 
Rekha S. Singhal, 
Gangadhar M. Warke

Contact:
23 Vadhani Industrial Estate, 
LBS Marg, Opposite Shreyas 
Cinema Ghatkopar, Mumbai, 
Maharashtra, India-400086

Title of the Proposal

Brief description 

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements 

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

De-regulated expression of CodY controlled proteins in Lactococcus lactis for enhancing nisin production using 
CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing

Scar free mutations produced through CRISPR technology offer excellent scope for biological food ingredients 
manufacturing to line up with the requirements of Generally Regarded As Safe GRAS status of US-FDA. In this project, 
enhancement in nisin fermentation parameters such as specific productivity & nitrogen up-take is envisaged through 
up-regulation of codY target genes.

Proof-of-Concept

Modification in nitrogen metabolism by targeting a pleiotropic transcription regulator

Indian dairy industry alone is importing 10 to 15 MT per year of nisin primarily from 
China. Every year, cheese manufacturers amend the food additives list by working 
with regulators to extend the application of nisin to variety of cheese including non-
processed ones. Bakery segment in India has recently got the approval for using 
nisin in cream and its spreads. 

Demand for processed foods has been rising with increasing disposable income and 
urbanization. Relevant aspects are: Relaying on cheap chemical preservatives- 
Nothing has replaced sorbates and benzoates even though the harmfulness is well 
known to the peer and public; Necessity for add-on resources to support the idea of 
post-harvest management including cold storage

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Robust production host is under development

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Nisin Formulation, GSV-234

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation – None

d. Resources Generated - Man power- 2 PhD, B.Tech

 Collaboration with JSI, Europe

To combat imports from China is critical. 

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance 

Project achievements 

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged 

Development of cost effective production technology for production of microbial hydrocolloids for biotechnology 
application

The production of gellan gum is an insignificant amount from unique & stable mutants SM-80 & SM-81 obtained by 
Ethyl methanesulfonate, during media optimization studies using shake flask level. Gellan gum so produced has 
required gelling properties and complying sodium and calcium ion test which are the key tests of physical properties. 

Validation

The unique stable mutants of Sphingomonas strains obtained by chemical mutagens; Downstream methods involve 
the use of acid and alcohol at ambient temperature rather than traditional chilled solvents.

The global market for gellan gum including India raked in estimated revenues worth US$ 
50.15 million in 2018, which are likely to increase at 4.3% CAGR to reach US$ 70.2 million 
by 2026. 

For its need for Gellan gum, which is considered as agar substituent, India depends on 
100% on imported material, especially the USA, China, and Germany. Hence in India, there 
is a need to provide the gellan gum at affordable prices. This is possible for HiMedia only if 
they design & develop the indigenous fermentation process. 

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Shake flask optimization studies of the two mutants 
SM-80 & SM-81 and characterization of the isolated hydrocolloid is completed. 
Optimization under 10 L bioreactors ongoing along with downstream optimization.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – The technology for fermentation of high 
viscous fermentation is being developed followed by its downstream processing 
optimization studies of the broths.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Currently, no IP generated.

d. Resources Generated - A doctoral student; a small Fermentation upstream facility 
has been created by HiMedia with 2 bioreactors and their accessories including other 
infrastructure associated with the upstream facility.

On successful development of upstream and downstream of the hydrocolloid from at least one of the two mutants, the 
technology will be ready for the pilot-scale studies through BIRAC support.

The project may have risks related to cost and schedule. Capex cost involved in the project is higher.

SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY BIPP
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INNOTECH INTERVENTION PVT. LTD. INNOVATION BIOLOGICALS PVT. LTD.

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

Project Coordinator: 
Priyangshu Manab Sarma

Team Members: 
Priyangshu Manab Sarma, 
Hamendra Chandra Das, 
Sreemoyee Ghosh Ray, 
Kritideepan Sarmah, 
Pranita Patar, Swashati Mahanta, 
Sameer Mahanta

Contact:
56, HSH complex, 
SOS road, Borjhar, 
Guwahati-785015

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance 

Project achievements 

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged 

Production of organic mushrooms fortified with Vitamin D: A mission to enhance skill, livelihood and profitability in 
northeast India

Developed a technology and patented a simple yet innovative protocol by using specific UV rays attaining consistent 
higher levels of Vitamin D concentration in the mushrooms. It would be first non-GMO and natural vehicle for vitamin D 
supplementation.

Commercialization

Developed an innovative intervention to increase the natural property of mushrooms in accumulating vitamin D. This 
product 250 gms/packet twice in a week can provide the recommended dose 400-800 IU/day of vitamin D. 

Vitamin D deficiency is very predominant among the women and elderly of the 
northeast. Thus under this they would like to target and test the concept of fortified 
mushrooms in north east. 

The ambition to End Hunger, achieve food security and improve nutrition and 
promote sustainable agriculture is captured in SDG, however, at-least 12 out of the 
17 goals contains indicators that are highly relevant to nutrition. Thus we would be 
actively working to achieving the SDGs. By providing the small holders farmers with 
the technology, training and infrastructure to produce the fortified mushrooms, 
they can sell the product in premium. Thus we will be a major incentive in doubling 
farmers income under the mission of current government. Thus aims specifically to 
target overcome these lacuna and proposed to consider vitamin D fortified 
mushrooms as a major revenue earning source for the growers .

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Completed the target of producing 10 Kg 
mushrooms with enhanced Vitamin D with 4000 IU/100g. 

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Through a specific UV rays in 
production chamber higher levels of vitamin D concentration in the produce 
mushroom.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Indian Patent filed

d. Resources Generated - Established a mushroom production unit that produces 10 kg per day mushrooms 
enhanced with Vitamin D.

Developing a cluster based model to enhance the production to 400 kg per day.

Logistics is one of the barriers for bringing this technology to the market because of its being perishable in nature .

Title of the Proposal 

Brief description

Current stage of development 

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential 

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements:  

Plans to take innovation further 

Risks envisaged

Laboratory optimization of fermentation and downstream processing for recombinant Hansenula polymorpha based 
Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) L1 protein

The company has developed a laboratory scale process for production of purified virus like particles VLPs that are 
immunogenic against Human Papilloma Virus serotypes 6,11,16 and 18. The immunogenicity has been confirmed 
against HPV antibodies against serotypes 6,11,16 and 18. The VLPs are produced by fermentation in a recombinant 
yeast, and the final product has been purified to homogeneity

Validation

High cell density fermentation and unique downstream processing method.

The market potential in India is enormous as there are close to 450 million Indian women 
in the high risk area. Addressing an Indian Market would be in itself a challenge. Cost is a 
major issue and the company is hoping that the product can be produce at a cost that is 
affordable to its Indian users

In India the annual deaths due to cervical cancer approximate 100,000. There is a need to 
produce a vaccine against HPV at an affordable cost.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- The company has developed a laboratory process for 
manufacture of VLPs for the serotypes 6,11,16 and 18. This is a basic step, which will 
have to undergo efficacy immunogenicity trials.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – The product is ready at laboratory scale. 
The efficacy trials will have to be followed by clinical trials as per FDA and other 
regulatory norms

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation – None

d. Resources Generated – The company has trained 3 project Associates.

The company would be interested in doing a tech-transfer for manufacture of these VLPs as they are too small a 
company to enter primary manufacture

Though the company has tested immunogenicity against commercial antibodies of HPV serotypes 6,11,16 and 18 some 
additional studies may be required to confirm immunogenicity and efficacy.

SBIRI BIG

Project Coordinator: 
Sanjay Nene

Team Members: 
Sanjay Nene, Rajesh Shiralkar, 
Kunjachen Jobby, 
Mugdha Bapat, 
Krutika Lonkar, 
Sonali Vaidya

Contact:
100, NCL, Innovation Park, 
Dr. Homi Bhabha Rd, Pune 
Maharashtra India-411008
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KALPANA JOSHI KRIMMI BIOTECH LLP

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

Title of the Proposal 

Brief description: 

Current stage of development 

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential 

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Proof of Concept for a bacteriophage resistant dairy starter culture for industrial dairy fermentation process

Developing bacteriophage-resistant dairy starters that will an ethnic taste

Validation

The use of bacteriophage resistant dairy starters will avoid the failure of batches in dairy industries.

Plan to come with dairy cultures which will be bacteriophage resistant. It will help to reduce the import of culture which 

is helping to improve consistency but not giving bacteriophage resistivity.

Most of the dairies import cultures from European countries. There is no solution to 

resist bacteriophage in the dairy industry to avoid losses

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- LAB strains screening

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Starter Cultures Product under 

development- after 9 months product will enter the market

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - One patent has been filed

d. Resources Generated - The company has 3 competent employees and good 

microbiology laboratory

The product will be distributed to the local dairies. The company will continue to 

innovate more dairy products and solutions

The challenge of the selection of packaging material

Title of the Proposal 

Brief description

Current stage of development 

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements:  

Plans to take innovation further 

Risks envisaged

A Novel Eco-friendly process to induce the silkworm to produce naturally colored silk fibre of desired choice with 
increased yield

The current invention relates to the process of obtaining a naturally colored silk by incorporating natural pigments from 
plant origin which also acts as a plant silkworm growth promoter. The intended product is provided in a vial which can 
be mixed with water and spread on the mulberry leaves. This project mainly thrives to reduce the usage of carcinogenic 
synthetic colours that are being used during reeling and dyeing process.

Proof-of-Concept

The cocoons of desired choice spinned on spot without any artificial ingredient. The silk is forced spun into a planar 
structure thereby reducing the process of reeling, dyeing and spinning. The proposed silk can be value enriched for 
biomedical applications, undergarments, sportswears etc through this technique

There is interest among the reelers and farmers who can get additional revenue. 

The proposed technology intends to develop naturally colored silk by incorporation 
organic dyes in the silk glands of silkworms. This process can save more than 60% water 
being used in the conventional dyeing processes and eliminates the usage of synthetic 
dyes.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Development of various colour cocoons through 
natural impregmentation in the silk gland; Identified several natural colours from 
different sources; Isolation of the natural colour from different plants; Standardizing 
the concentration of the dye required for silkworm; Feeding the dyed mulberry leaves 
to silkworm; Bioassay to determine the feed response percentage

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Replacement of the conventional dyeing 
technique will be done by inducing the silkworm to produce naturally coloured 
cocoon of desired choice. 

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - One provisional patent has been filed 
for the proposed technology of natural colour into the silk gland and organic planar 
silk. 

d. Resources Generated - Employment generated: 3; A facility created towards the smooth execution of the project

Would enter into the market through strategic alliance with Marketing agencies and corporates. 

Do not envision any risks in field trials and commercialization

Project Coordinator: 
Kalpana Joshi

Team Members: 
Gaurav Karve,
Sandeep Newase,
Manav Tupe,
Shrushti Tupe

Contact:
57, Nataraj Society, 
Karve Nagar, Pune - 411052

BIGBIG

Project Coordinator: 
Deepak Bajantri

Team Members: 
Gaurav Bharadwaj; 
Deepa H N

Contact:
No. 63, EWS Colony, 
Devaraj Urs Layout B Block, 
Near Yellamma Temple, 
Davangere-577006
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KUANTUM PAPERS LTD. MALLIPATHRA NUTRACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

Title of the Proposal 

Brief description: 

Current stage of development 

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Cellulosic Ethanol Pilot Plant For Rice Straw Management

Agricultural residue or ligno-cellulosic biomass is a proper resource to displace fossil resources for energy and useful 
chemical production. To harness the energy potential, an economically viable and patented technology has been 
developed to saccharify Hemi-cellulose and cellulose into monomeric sugars and assimilate these to generate ethanol.

Validation

Thetechnology uses mild conditions for treatment of the biomass, thereby generating minimal recalcitrants 
detrimental to viable production of ethanol. The biomass is fractionated into its components and separated for 
independent processing and treatment. Inorganic matter contained in the biomass is also converted to value added 
saleable compounds and the lignin is valorised for steam and chemical recovery.

The market is primed to commercialize bio-refineries of 100 Kilolitre capacities. Potentially, 75 bio-refineries in Punjab, 
15 in Haryana and 25 in Uttar Pradesh alone can be established based on Paddy straw.

The commercialization of the technology creates a perennial source of 
fuel, reduces import dependence, and above all creates energy security. It 
provides a direct incentive to farmers to earn from rather than burn the 
agricultural residues. 

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- To ascertain the production cost of 
ethanol and recovery of steam, alkali, silica and Lignin from Black 
Liquor in a continuous process with automated plant and machinery 
optimization of storage conditions for rice straw and disposal of 
gypsum were the objectives and all these have been established.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed - 2nd generation ethanol 
from patented technology has been demonstrated on a pre-commercial scale plant and the technology is ready for 
commercialization in the next six months.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - None

d. Resources Generated - Manpower has been trained starting from operators and other officers to run continuous 
plants setup using this patented technology. The facility created is state of the art with machinery developed and 
used for the first time in such a process. 

Fund raising is being explored. Punjab Government and the Government of India are also keen for setting up large 2nd 
generation biofuel bio-refineries. Potential private investors and Oil marketing companies will be approached soon.

The availability of long-term supply of feedstock i.e. rice straw if critical for success of cellulosic ethanol plants.

Title of the Proposal:

Brief description:

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Bench scale production of snow flake Cordyceps and Cordyceps militaris through solid-state and sub-merged 
fermentation respectively for nutraceutical application

Developed a technology for growing Cordyceps artificially without compromising the quality which took 60 days to 
complete its life cycle. The major focus of this technology is to develop a Nutraceutical products like fruiting body, 
Mycelia powder, Cordyceps Capsules etc., from Cordyceps mushrooms for various lifestyle disorders and ailments.

Validation

The major objective of this project is to artificially simulate the environmental conditions favouring the growth of 
Cordyceps, on silkworm pupa which is cheaply and abundantly available throughout the year and also standardization 
of vegetative substrate for growing Cordyceps fruiting body and mycelium mat. Culturing of Cordyceps on cheaper 
substrates like silkworm pupa and low cost vegetative substrate would enable us to 
produce economically viable products with combined therapeutic benefits of silkwsorm 
pupa and Cordyceps which can cure different lifestyle disorders and ailments.

There are huge demand for good quality Cordycep in the international B2B market.

Due to its high value and increasing demand has led to over exploitation of the natural 
resources and this mushroom have made it endangered species

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Completed the standardization of cultural conditions 
for solid state and sub-merged fermentation of Cordyceps. Establishing fingerprints 
such as HPLC/HPTLC profiling of bioactive components of Cordyceps, DNA 
sequencing has been completed. Standardization and validation of scale up up to 25 
kg, solid state fermentation. batch size studies on various vegetarian and non-
vegetarian substrates is in progress

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – The technology for the growing of 
Cordyceps in an artificial environment both for vegetarian and non-vegetarian media 
and submerged fermentation have been standardized.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - None

d. Resources Generated - Trained personnel have been hired to handle the project efficiently.

Scaling up the technology by optimizing the culture conditions and develop products of national interest.

None

Project Coordinator: 
Mousumi Mondal

Team Members: 
Priya Narayana, 
Kanika Trivedy, 
Nayan Bhalla, 
Sunil J

Contact:
No. 37, I-Main, 7th Cross, 
Mathru Layout,GKVK Post 
Yelahanka, Bangalore, 
KARNATAKA, India-560065

Project Coordinator: 
Rohit Khaitan

Team Members: 
Piyush Verma, Diwaker Pandey,
Sandeep Jaswal, Sarvesh Bassi,
Nitish Chauhan, 
Pardeep Kaushal, Avnish Kumar

Contact:
Village Saila Khurd, Tehsil 
Garhshankar, Hoshiarpur, 
PUNJAB, India-144529

BIPPBIPP
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NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY, PUNE  R. ASWATI NAIR

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Production of low molecular weight fungal chitosan for healthcare applications

Fermentation conditions, medium, inoculums yeast/mycelia/mixed were statistically optimized to obtain more fungal 
biomass with higher chitosan content. Chitosan was successfully extracted from the fungal biomass with ~25 yield and 
40-43 kDa molecular weight. Its potential healthcare applications as drug carrier, for sustained drug release were 
demonstrated.

Validation

As against commercial chitosan obtained from marine sources, in present study it is extracted from fungal biomass. 
Fungal chitosan has low molecular weight and higher degree of deacetylation.

It will be value addition/byproduct for mycotech industry as waste fungal biomass 
can be used to obtain fungal chitosan. Homogenous preparation with low mol. wt. 
and high deacetylation has lot of applications in healthcare sector.

Presently in agriculture, chitosan is used to increase soil microbial diversity and 
fertility, while control of plant pathogens is being achieved with low mol. wt. 
chitosan. In healthcare, it is used for weight reducing activity, to increase penetration 
of drugs, in the drug delivery, treatment of arthritis, paradontitis etc. Production cost 
is a major concern which can be addressed by scale up and enzymatic deacetylation 
processes.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives - The identified objectives, viz. optimization for 
biomass and chitin deacetylation production, scale up for biomass production 
in fermenter, enzymatic deacetylation and health care applications were 
successfully completed.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Chitosan from fungal source

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Know-how for optimization for 
biomass production and enzymatic deacetylation of chitin.

d. Resources Generated – Employment generated

Greenvention Biotech Pvt. Ltd. industry partner has shown interest to take up the technology further for 
commercialization. The necessary Technology transfer has already been done between CSIR-NCL and Greenvention 
Biotech.

Higher production cost than marine chitosan.

Title of the Proposal

Brief description: 

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements:  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Development of endophyte-based biopesticides for pre- and post-harvest soft-rot disease management

Soft rot disease caused by Pythium species is of serious concern especially in ginger, an export-oriented spice crop 
wherein resistant cultivars are non-existent. Being soil-borne, disease management is difficult with Pythium-induced 
decay jeopardizing productivity in various ginger-producing regions resulting in complete crop devastation and 
reduction in marketable yields. The group has developed a formulation impregnated with molecules that prevents 
Pythium infestation through rhizome in soil. 

Validation

Cost-effective formulation, easy to apply and safe.

Market Potential Area under ginger cultivation in India is 164.85 thousand ha in 2016-17. Currently Trichoderma based 
biopesticides for Pythium infestation control in many crops cost around Rs. 100 per acre. 
Thus the market size of the segment is INR 4,000 crores with a huge opportunity for new 
formulations

Global ginger market revenue amounted to $5.3B in 2018 with approximately 3.3MT of 
ginger produced worldwide with India being the leading producer. Ginger production is 
seriously affected by soft rot caused by Pythium species resulting in absolute production 
loss, the severity of which is reported every year. 

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Developed a biopesticide formulation for effective 
control of soft rot disease caused by Pythium myriotylum.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Formulation developed. Expected time to 
enter market is one year subject to completion of registration formalities

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - IP registration process initiated

d. Resources Generated - Trained two personnel under BIG funding in addition to two 
Ph.D scholars; Established facility

Partnership through technology transfer effected by licensing agreement 

Regulatory approvals and finding partners for commercialization of product.

Project Coordinator: 
R. Aswati Nair

Team Members: 
Vaishak Ravindran, 
Agnisrota Mazumdar,
Harsh K, 
Ms. Harshitha K

Contact:
Department of Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology, Central 
University of Kerala, Periye, 
Kasaragod-671316

Project Coordinator: 
Ashok P. Giri

Contact:
Dr. Homi Bhabha Road, 
Polyolefin lab, Pashan, Pune, 
MAHARASHTRA, India-411008

Team Members: 
Mukund V. Deshpande,
Santosh G. Tupe, V. Suthakar, 
Ejaj Pathan,Reedimpson Panmei,
Akib Nisar

BIGPACE-AIR
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RAJKUMAR HALDER RAM RAJASEKHARAN

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

Title of the Proposal:

Brief description:

Current stage of development 

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential 

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements: 

Plans to take innovation further:

Risks envisaged

Writable-erasable coatings on articles and usage thereafter with high positive social impact

The applicant has developed an indigenous writable-erasable coating that can be written with Pencil, Marker and sketch 
pen and erase thereafter without leaving any ghost images. This product can be used for 360-degree classroom and 
also can be used as a learning slate for an individual. This indigenous coating can also be applied on any surface wall, 
gypsum board, glass, cloth and etc. for learning, teaching, discussion and self-improvement. 

Validation

This is a first in kind an indigenous product that can be written with any kind of pencil, whiteboard marker, permanent 
marker, sketch pen, Gel pen and erased thereafter. One pencil and one slate made of the coating can change individual 
for self-sustainable development, save paper and save trees means save the environment too.

There is a minimum of 800 million users in India and more in abroad. The product 
can be used from classroom to kitchen and from office to parliament and hospital. 
Even though whiteboard is available but our product is much more efficient with 
broad application. 

The product will be used to make slate where student can write with pencil (Rs. 
4/Pencil), does not need an expensive marker and erase thereafter without leaving 
any ghost images. This coated tool will help every student to learn fearlessly, coated 
wall can be used for teaching and discussion. This innovation carry a huge potential 
for sustainable societal development.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Large scale product is ready and demo sample 
will be out for testing.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Product is already developed

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - A patent has been drafted and 
filling is under progress

d. Resources Generated - Private investors are interested to invest in this project.

The fund raising process is underway.

Finance is very much needed for market entry and developing production unit. There is no risk factor associated with 
the product.

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Development of novel, economical process for the recovery of Sucrase Inhibitor from sugar refinery spent for 
controlling calorie intake

The company has identified and characterized sucrose inhibitor in sugarcane, which is the major source of dietary 
sucrose and demonstrated that invertase inhibitors can be used for inhibiting the sucrose metabolism to control the 
calorie intake.

Proof-of-Concept

The specific aim of the proposed project is to develop a novel, cost-effective, and viable process to isolate the sucrase 
inhibitor from sugarcane press mud for moderating calorie intake.

Diabetes affects approximately 422 million people worldwide, including nearly 75 million 
in India. It is estimated that GDP impact in India of diabetes and other chronic diseases 
exceed 2.1. With India’s GDP around USD 2.5 trillion PPP equivalent USD7.5 trillion , the 
impact on the economy in real terms is pegged at USD 52 billion in PPP terms ~USD 157 
billion . 

The proposed nutraceutical intervention for dietary management of calorie intake is a 
critical unmet need for the treatment of patients with diabetes and obesity.The 
deliverables are highly connected with social impact and have a lot of market pull.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- From the study, a strong affinity of human sucrase 
enzyme with sugarcane invertase inhibitor indicates that it could control the release 
of glucose from sucrose and thereby control the glucose level in the blood. 
Additionally, the observation assists in the molecular level understanding of protein-
protein interaction.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – This study shall give clues on mechanism 
and directions for a new protein as a complementary therapy for controlling glucose 
levels that leads to a delay in pre-diabetic conditions

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - The outcome of this work will have high 
patent value of global importance. Here, the applicant is the first one to show that invertase inhibitors from 
sugarcane can be used for inhibiting the sucrose metabolism in mammals to control the calorie intake

d. Resources Generated – Man power recruited-2.

 Licensing the technology

None

Project Coordinator: 
Ram Rajasekharan

Team Members: 
Usha Dhandamudi, 
Arun Kumar, 
Sona Rajakumari

Contact:
Incubation Center Indian 
Institute of Food Processing 
Technology Pudukkottai Road 
Thanjavur 613005

Project Coordinator: 
Rajkumar Halder

Team Members: 
Gabriele Pertuzi, 
Ganapati Mandal, Prem Narayan, 
Ranjeet Kumar Sah, 
Rabindranath Das, 
Krishna Mohan Halder, Ganga

Contact:
Plot-123, Pocket-2, 
Jasola Vihar, 
New Delhi-110025

BIGBIG
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REVY ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. SABRAN BIOENTTRI PVT. LTD.

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

Title of the Proposal: 

Brief description 

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements 

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Mass production of 
recover bio-gas and re usable water.

Product is an Anaerobic granulated sludge of 1.5 -2.0mm size and more than 650 bacteria. This consortium is proven to 
treat waste water and the treated water can directly be used for irrigation purposes. This ready to use product will 
provide 26X faster start of AD/ UASB reactors. It can withstand 10 X higher loading rate. It has a capability to reduce 1.5 X 
higher COD/BOD while giving 2 X higher biogas yield

Validation

A case study of dairy ETP reflects that use of UASB with Granulated sludge will require 73% less space, less pre-
treatment, can handle 20% higher organic loads, will give 38% more energy as compared to conventional process, less 
maintenance and 81% lesser time for startup of UASB digester

It is estimated that the waste water treatment equipment market is worth 
approximately Rs. 220-367 million.

Around 62,000 MLD sewage is generated but no more than 18,883 MLD 21% of 
sewage is actually treated. Out of 816 STPs, only 522 are operational. Thus, there is 
an urgent need for efficient water resource management through enhanced water 
use efficiency and waste water recycling.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Pilot Plant commissioning is over and currently 
validation of the technology developed is ongoing.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Successfully completed the PoC 
development and now are in pilot scaling phase which will be over in next 6 
months followed by commercial manufacturing by end of 12 months

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - IP Application submitted for the 
methodology developed of producing granular biomass with key operational 
and experimental parameters. Completed Trade mark registration of the 
product developed along with its content

d. Resources Generated - Employed – 12; Trained – 20; Facility Waste water testing & Analysis Created – 1; Company 
formed - REVY Environmental Solutions Private Ltd.; Grant –Rs. 29 akhs; Fund Mobilized – Rs. 50 Lakh bootstrapped

Scale up R & D unit and commercialization of technology developed

Raising capital for mass production, building strategic partnerships, recruiting, and retaining top scientific talent and 
compliance with regulatory bodies

Anaerobic granulated sludge -an effective solution for organic waste/ waste water conversion to 

Title of the Proposal 

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Green Fodder Forever" - Deficit of over 665 million ton of green fodder in India can be ably met via lush green and 
nutritious algal biomass as feed coat to dry fodder making it "Green Fodder Forever" in an innovative biotech way.

The re-entry of much-needed bio-Nutritionals via algal biomass route thus will make the dry fodder, Green Fodder 
Forever with making of its availability at will and based on the instant demands. Green Fodder Forever is a proprietary 
product and a much-needed biotech need for good of the livestock, the owners and the nation as well.

Proof-of-Concept

The new type of innovative algae and agri-biotech based product with the least competitors and only possible 
competition is from monsoon or available potable water-based traditional green fodder grower and its supply by 
manufacturers and maybe the farmers themselves.

The feed industry is nearing to 50 billion dollars by 2025. Product delivery of CAD 5 million 
sized in Canada. Bigger market share awaiting in USA, NZ, and Brazil. India alone as an 
annual demand of 665 million ton of green fodder annually

A new biotech innovation to address a deficit of over 65 Million tons of Green Fodder in 
our country India alone. Indian Livestock based milk, meat, and wool delivery often fall 
short in terms of nutritious feed & fodder. Maize, Sorghum, Paddy, and wheat straw which 
may be made to silage to increase their Nutritionals. Bioenttri of Algae biomass is the need 
of the hour and is a perennial eco-sustains for multiple job generation.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Growing and upscaling of cultures of algae Chlorella, 
Spirulina, Dunaliella and Tetraselmis species in 500 to 1000 litre of live cultures in mini 
growth ponds of 400 sqm at the factory site achieved.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – These consortia of nutritional algae, Aloe 
Vera gel, Guar or Acacia gum will serve a green nutritional coat on dry fodder to make 
it re-green and reloaded with bio-nutrition as Green Fodder Forever.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - Patent filed: 201621044159; Inventor: 
Randhir S Gajraj and Pulomaja R Gajraj; Process of harvesting, drying motile, non-
motile algal forms; The patent filed Year: 2016 ;Patent Attorney: Krishna and Saurastri Associates LLP, Mumbai

d. Resources Generated - Facility is being under progress to make and deliver the product - Gf2.

Foundation stone laying of the venture GF2 as Sabran Bioenttri Canada Pvt Ltd based at Toronto, Canada to begin as our 
first overseas venture

None

Project Coordinator: 
Randhir S Gajraj

Team Members: 
Ashish V Polkade, 
Deepak Shrivastava, N Jeeji Bai, 
Dharmendra Singh,
Rameshwar Narayan,Naresh Jain, 
Sabita R Gajraj

Contact:
402 A, Swapnalok Apartments, 
A K Vaidya Marg, Malad East 
Mumbai-400097

Project Coordinator: 
Vanita Prasad

Team Members: 
Rajneesh Prasad, 
Bhavik Kathrani

Contact:
313-314, SIDDHARTH 
UPSCALE, Vasna Road, 
Vadodara, GUJARAT 
India-390007

BIGSPARSH
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SENGATHALI BIOFIBER PVT. LTD.

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development 

Innovative Element(s) 

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged 

Novel process and device to extract banana sap and center core dietary fibers

Development of a Novel process and Device to extract the banana sap and banana center core Dietary fibers.

Proof-of-Concept

Unique Device and process to extract this fiber and sap.

There is enormous scope for market potential to India and Abroad. Our technology and market size we can expect more 
than 10,000 crores. Because the Dietary fiber is useful for food products and the banana sap is used as a fertiliser and 
special value added products just like Natural hair dye preparation etc.

India is an agriculture country. Most people are living in Rural background and rural 
economy is the major one. This product will give good income to the rural economy 
and it will boost the rural income and it will generate lot of rural employment 
opportunities and it will solve the environmental problems. 

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Developed the innovative device to extract the 
banana center core dietary fiber. The banana sap extraction unit is under 
fabrication. It will become successful after the third mile stone completion. 

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Developed the innovative device to 
extract the banana center core dietary fiber.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - The process and products both 
are having the potential for IP Generation

d. Resources Generated – Facility for production of prototypes

In discussion with the machine manufacturers from Coimbatore to manufacture this 
machine and sell in the market.

Protection of IP.

Project Coordinator: 
K. Murugan

Team Members: 
Lalitha M,
Arul Prakash M

Contact:
29A/1, Bryant Nagar, 
8th Street,Thoothukudi,
TAMILNADU, India-628008

BIGSPARSH

SHAON RAY CHAUDHURI

Title of the Proposal 

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements 

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Microbial consortium based biofertilizer for increased Ramie Fiber yield

It is a process by which the dairy waste water is microbially converted into liquid biofertilizer inside a biofilm reactor 
3system within 16 hours of incubation with 3 to 6kW energy per 500m  biofertilizer production in a single unit operation. 

3The conventional system requires 7 units of operation, 120 hours incubation as well as 70kW energy for 500m  effluent 
treatment. The biofertilizer produced using this system substitutes use of chemical fertilizer and fresh water for 
cultivation of economically important crop with enhanced yield and maintained quality.

Validation

This technology is only one of its kind till date for converting dairy wastewater into biofertilizer which could enhance 
production of economic crop while conserving fresh water from being misused for agriculture.

Considering the fact that there are about 820 dairy farms in India and around 10000 dairy 
farms globally, the cost of a biotreatment plant of 600 thousand liters/day processing 
capacity is Rs 300 lakhs. Hence the Indian Market is Rs 2460 Crores while that globally is Rs 
30000 Crores. 

This technology will address the problem of fresh water scarcity by minimizing about 90 
percentage wastage of fresh water for agriculture per day. Chemical fertilizer requirement 
will drop and hence rock phosphate import will decrease.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Developed the pilot plant at two different locations 
and validated both the biotreatment plant functioning and the biofertilizer 
performance for different varieties of economic crops.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Biotreatment plant for converting dairy 
effluent to biofertilizer developed

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - One Indian patent filed Bio-fertilizer 
production from bacterial consortium. 201731003023 dated 27th January 2017 . 
Second patent with higher efficiency claim to be filed

d. Resources Generated –Man power trained: 6, Employment for 2.

Licensing is planned

Protecting the consortium after commercialization from being replicated without licensing

Project Coordinator: 
Shaon Ray Chaudhuri

Team Members: 
Lalit Mohan Gantayet, 
AshokeRanjan Thakur

Contact:
Department of Microbiology,
Tripura University, 
Suryamaninagar,
 West Tripura 799022
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SIR MVIT (SIR M. VISHVESHWARAYYA 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY)

INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

Title of the Proposal 

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Evaluation of a non-antibiotic feed supplement towards enhancement of immune response against mycoplasma 
infection in poultry to prevent the occurrence of Complicated chronic respiratory disease

The project is aimed towards development of a novel technology to prevent the occurrence of Mycoplasma infection in 
the poultry which causes respiratory disorders knows as CRD and CCRD. Antibiotics are the only method of treatment 
available. As an alternative solution, a poultry feed supplement comprising of unique combination of different 
probiotics, prebiotics and expectorants has been developed which helps in the prevention of CRD and CCRD. 

Proof-of-Concept

This formulation comprising prebiotics, probiotics strains, fermented agriculture produces, expectorants etc., works as 
a immunopotentiator, competitively eliminate the mycoplasma and work as a growth promoter.

Non antibiotic feed additive for broiler farms- premix formulation to reduce the 
symptoms of CRD and enhanced gut conditions. Non antibiotic feed additive for 
egg layer and breeder farms-Premix Formulation from Day 1- to prevent the 
occurrence of CRD & Secondary Infection.

Occurrence of CRD has resulted in a global economic loss of 780 million USD and 
loss of 250 million USD in the India scenario. This is accompanied by reductions in 
body weight gain of about 20-30 percent, loss of FCR by 10-20 percent, chick 
mortality of 10-20 percent and decrease in egg production of around 15-16 percent.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Completed the formulation of non-antibiotic 
poultry feed supplement with optimal parameters. The evaluation of the effect 
of the feed additive on immune response is under progress

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – A poultry feed supplement developed 
comprising of a unique combination of probiotics, prebiotics and herbal 
expectorants which in combination has the properties of immunopotentiator 
and prevent the occurrence of CRD, CCRD and secondary infections. 

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - One provisional patent 
application filed with details: In201841036165

d. Resources Generated - 3 BE students and 1 MTech students trained for their academic projects. Probiotic culturing 
facility developed through this project

Once the product is formulated and developed, validation with industry partner would be undertaken

None

Project Coordinator: 
H G Nagendra

Team Members: 
Ashwathy S Das, 
Budhi Lal

Contact:
Krishnadevaraya Nagar, 
Hunasemaranahalli,
Yelahanka, KARNATAKA 
India-562157

PACE-AIR SBIRI

SOWBHAGYA BIOTECH PVT. LTD.

Title of the Proposal: 

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Production of plant growth promoting factors by Bacillus subtilis SR1 under the influence of feather protein hydrolysate 
with control of plant pathogens

The development of bio-fertilizers using chicken feather wastes is becoming the focus of much research interest. 
Feather meal being nitrogen-rich, inexpensive and easily available source serve as a potential bio-fertilizer.

Validation

The application of Chicken feather protein hydrolysate amino acids for foliar use is based on its requirement by plants in 
general and at critical stages of growth in particular.

In India and abroad there is different single product are available for example in market it 
is available of PGPR bacteria, Amino acid-based product, and bio fungicide product 
separately. In the present product one product work as mutliple way like pgpr, amino acid 
and biofungicide.

Foliar Nutrition in the form of cereal protein Hydrolysate Known as Amino Acids Liquid 
and foliar spray provide ready made building blocks for Protein synthesis.

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Comparative studies with amino acids derived from 
chicken feather protein from SR1 in feild trails.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – Technology has developed a focus on the 
commercialization process.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation - N/A.

d. Resources Generated – lab facility.

Plant for Fund raising for commercialization.

None.

Project Coordinator: 
Narendra kumar

Team Members: 
Sunil Kumar Gupta,
Malini,
M. Chaitanya, 
Pradeep Kumar

Contact:
Plot No. 79, Phase-II, IDA 
Cheralapally, Hyderabad 
ANDHRA PRADESH, 
India-500051
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INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY

PACE-AIR PACE-AIR

VIVEKANAND ARTS, SARDAR DALIP SINGH 
COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal Relevance

Project achievements 

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Pilot scale studies of Electronic Waste Management using Economical and Eco friendly Method

The project focuses on development of a commercially viable technology for economical as well as eco-friendly metal 
removal from enormously growing e-waste. 

Proof-of-Concept

An eco-friendly method consisting of utilization of bacteria for the removal of hazardous metals from e-waste and 
subsequent recovery by electrodeposition. The structural form of e-waste, type of biological and non-biological 
solutions and sequence of application of such solutions on e-waste is inventive step of the research.

Any industry which is engaged in e-waste management will take our technology this is 
because as, yet there is no any such eco friendly technology currently in use for treating e-
waste.

The proposed technology can minimize the pollution caused due to traditional methods 
such as Incineration or acid leaching of e-waste treatment. The metals recovered can be 
reused. Successful commercialization will certainly be revolutionary in e-waste 
management .

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Optimization of leaching conditions and bioleaching 
of metals from waste PCB using the developed microbial consortium of acidophilic 
iron oxidizers Five reactors with capacity 10 liters is under progress.

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – E-waste Management Technology. 
Expected Time to enter in Market is around 1 Year.

c. IP generated/ Potential for IP generation – None.

d. Resources Generated - 10 Liters reactor has been fabricated for pilot scale 
studies.

Initial Product promotion on social and professional media platforms, so as to attract 
investors. Pre launch partnerships with some NGOs, social groups for creating the awareness of e-waste management. 
Partnership would also be done with waste pickers association/companies. The complete know how will be transferred 
to buyers preferably on non-exclusive basis. 

Dealing with e-waste which itself comes under hazardous waste, the safety precautions need be taken during the 
process.

Project Coordinator: 
Adhapure Nitin Narhari

Team Members: 
None

Contact:
Samarth Nagar, 
Behind That Baat Restaurant, 
Aurangabad, Maharashtra,
India-431001

THE OXFORD COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Title of the Proposal

Brief description

Current stage of development

Innovative Element(s)

Market Potential

National/Societal relevance

Project achievements  

Plans to take innovation further

Risks envisaged

Efficient bioremediation tool for hydrocarbon contamination management. Scale-Up and Pilot Scale Study.

The present research explains the process of development of a bioremediation formulation to remediate oil 

spills/hydrocarbons in aquatic and terrestrial habitat. The formulation consists of a novel fungal isolate hitherto 

unknown for the claimed activity. The formulation is developed in granular form and liquid form, suitable for terrestrial 

and aquatic application respectively

Validation

Novel fungal strain, media composition and process. Most of the available products in the market is of consortium, 

present product is single organism based with optimised nutrient pack for efficient, fast and complete degradation of 

hydrocarbons

There is a huge demand for bioremediation product to degrade hazardous 

hydrocarbons from the effluents, spillage site, duck yards and natural oil exploration 

areas. At present only one product in the market

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in developing in-situ techniques 

for remediation of oil spill. In India, apart from the accidental oil spills, the major and 

most regular threats for oil refinery is oil sludge. It is projected that approximately 

about 4,00,000 tonnes of petroleum sludge are produced every year. Hence the 

present product helps in developing an indigenous strategy to address 

hydrocarbon contamination

a. Progress vis-a vis objectives- Optimization process for Inoculum 

development is complete. Scale-up process for in-situ, ex-situ remediation is in 

progress

b. Technology/Product (to be) developed – The granular formulation; The 

liquid type formulation and Immobilized adsorbent pad; Re usable Nylon 

Mat/Net

c. IP generated/Potential for IP generation – Background IP exists. No new IP generated.

d. Resources Generated - Rs. 40 lakhs from DBT-BIRAC

Open for collaboration

Studies on Product performance under various environmental conditions safety studies; PCB approval

Project Coordinator: 
B.K. Manjunatha

Team Members: 
Praveen Kumar SV

Contact:
10th Milestone, Bommanahalli, 
Hosur Road, Bangalore, 
Karnataka India-560068
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